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Politicians
make pitch

Glenn feels
good in space
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — He's had no nightmares, he is not queasy and
his eyesight is just fine, thank
you. In fact, 77-year-old John
Glenn feels so good being back
in space that he won't rule out
another trip.
Asked whether he might try
for a third mission into orbit,
the world's oldest space traveler was careful to say "I think"
and "likely" when calling this
his last flight.
Then he suggested checking with his wife.
"You have to get Annie's
clearance on that. Annie became
an enthusiast for this flight," he
said. "I'm not sure she'd sign
on for many more."
One thing is sure: Glenn
would.
In his first news conference
since rocketing into orbit last
week aboard Discovery, Glenn
said about the only thing he
doesn't like is being pricked
with needles for blood draws.
The "blood letting," as he called
it, was to continue today, along
with a series of other tests to
study the similarities between the
effects of weightlessness and
aging.
For one experiment. Glenn
slept overnight with 23 sensors
wired to his head and body to
measure his breathing, snoring,
brain waves and eye and chinmuscle movements. The getup
is "a funny thing to look at
because it looks like you're some
kind of bug," but it's not that
uncomfortable, Glenn said.
It took almost an hour to dress
Glenn and Japanese crewmate
Chiaki Mukai in the sleep gear
Sunday night. The process will
be repeated three times during
the nine-day mission.
Glenn woke up in full gear
this morning to a recording of
Andy Williams' "Moon River."
which won the Academy Award
for best song in 1962, the same
year as Glenn's historic rocket
ride. The two are good friends;
Williams, in fact, sent Glenn
some CDs, including his "Greatest Hits," to listen to on this
flight.
"That was great. Couldn't do
any better than that waking up
this morning. And pass along
my best to Andy Williams," Glenn
told Mission Control.
Researchers hope the sleep
experiment will help explain why
so many astronauts sleep one
to three hours less each night
in orbit than they do on Earth,
and why the elderly tend to
have trouble sleeping on Earth.
During Sunday's news conference, Glenn said he has
been sleeping about six hours
each night aboard Discovery, a
little less than what he gets on
Earth. But, he added, "I'm not
sure that you need the same
amount of sleep up here. I
seem to feel fine."
As for seeing that view again on another mission, Glenn's
chances might be pretty slim if
the decision is left up to his
wife.
NASA Administrator Daniel
Goldin last week said that Mrs.
Glenn gave him a big hug after
the liftoff and then whispered into
his ear: "This is wonderful, but
Dan — no more!"

WEATHER
Tonight... Mostly cloudy with
a chance of rain. Low 45 to
50. Rain chance 40 percent.
Tuesday... Mostly cloudy and
cooler with a chance of rain.
High around 55. Rain chance
30 percent.
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By DAVID RAMEY

Stan- Writer
Politicians young and old landed in Calloway County over the
weekend trying to energize voters
and put them at the polls Tuesday.
With election day Tuesday, and
tight races expected for U.S. Senate and Calloway County Judge"
Executive, former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt and current Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry visited Murray Friday and
Monday to drum up support..
Congressional candidates Tom
Barlow and Ed Whitfield also made

MSU
Dedication

IN See Page 2

Dems struggle
to maintain hold

AMY WILSON/Ledger photos
Officials from Murray State
University were on-hand
Saturday for the dedication
of the new Equine Instructional Facility, located on
College Farm Road. MSU
Board of Regents Chairman Sid Easley (left) and
President Dr. Kern Alexander (right) help Dr. Jim Rudolph with the ribbon-cut'log reremnny

Welfare surplus begins debate
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
big drop in Kentucky's welfare
rolls has left a $44 million surplus, prompting a debate about
whether to spend it all to improve
welfare programs or set some aside
in case the •economy sours.
Portions of the surplus will be,
spent on hiring more caseworkers, subsidizing child-care costs
for parents leaving - welfare and
providing a safety net for families whose checks have been cut
off.
Still undecided is whether to save
$5 million of that surplus, or to
use the money to improve other
welfare programs. The danger of
saving the money is that the federal government might raid it, some
state officials fear.
"There are advantages and disadvantages to both options," said
Sharon Perry, a welfare coordinator for the state Cabinet for Families and Children. "But it's good
to be in a position where we have
those options" as the state enters

stops in Murray in the closing
hours of the campaign.
Breathitt, who served as governor from 1963 to 1967 and has
close ties to Murray State University, was in town pushing Democratic nominee U.S. Rep. Scotty
Baesler and Barlow, who accompanied Breathitt.
Breathitt said Democrats have
the momentum. Baesler's race with
_U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning to succeed Wendell Ford is largely viewed
as a toss up

But state officials arc confident
its third year of welfare reform.
they met last year's federal
that
The number of Kentucky adults
ent that 30 percent of recipon welfare dropped to 35,848 from. requirem
20 hours a week- at
spend
ients
46,852 last year — a bigger reducwork-related activia
in
or
work
tion than was projected. That drop
ty.
is attributed to plentiful jobs in
Under the federal law, each
efforts
state's
the
and
many areas,
welfare benefits are frozen
state's
to move recipients into jobs or
at a Certain level. The incentive
job-training programs.
•Is to reduce the. caseload so more
The drop meant that less money
money can be spent preparing the
was spent on welfare benefits than
most difficult cases to move into
had been budgeted. About $25 milthe work force. To get its $181
lion, or 14 percent, of the $181
million per year from the federal
million from the federal governgovernment, the state kicks in $72
ment was not spent. An additionmillion each year.
al ,$19 million was leftover state
Perry said the state was purmoney. ,
posefully conservative in estimatno 'hisThe surplus doesn't mean the ing its caseloads. "We had
or
happen
would
what
on
tory
state hasn't had problems with
s
program
get
could
we
fast
how
welfare reform. Welfare recipients
said.
in urban counties have had the geared up," she
Here's how the surplus will be
easiest time finding jobs, while
spent:
those in rural areas with depressed
-417 million as. a state match,
economies have struggled. And
in a one-time effort, to get $34
though some recipients have found
jobs that pay well, many are working for little more than minimum
• See Page 2
wage.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
retirement of Wendell Ford, after
24 years in the U.S. Senate has
set up 'a domino effect that cciuld
tumble the status quo of Kentucky
politics from the U.S. Capitol to
-courthouses aross -the state.
to
Democrats, accustomed
unchallenged supremacy for more
than -a generation, now are struggling to hold onto even a voice
in Congress and their tenuous margin in the state Senate.
Republicans buoyed by 'recent
unexpected success in federal elections talk of what would amount
to a clean sweep.
"We can have a great victory
in Kentucky next Tuesday.". GOP
senatorial nominee Jim Bunning
crowed at the final stop of a weeklong statewide Ent.; tour °Tr-Friday
in Lexington.
Bunning, a six-term congressman from northern Kentucky, is run
fling against Scotty Baesler, a three-

term Democratic congressman from
Lexington. Television commercials.
among the nastiest seen in even
the rough-and-tumble world of Kentucky politics, nuld seem to portray the two men as polar opposites. but they are similar in background and vary somewhat in outlook.
Baesler, the lone Democrat now
in the Kentucky congressional delegation. is a moderate tO conservative who still practices the notion
that government can. make a positive difference for people. Bunning, arguably the most conservative member of the Kentucky delegation, Paints government as inherently .intrusive.
The decisions to seek Ford's
seat left open their respective congressional districts.
In the 4th District. state Sen.
Gex Williams of Verona is trying

II See Page 2

Voter polls show
statistical tie
But nearly one in five regisWASHINGTON(AP)— Republicans say their voters are more tered 'voters now only leans to a
d,
intensely motivated in Tuesday's candidate or- is flatly undecide
ng
suggesti
found,.
poll
Pew
the
Democand
elections
congressional
decisions
rats claim to have the momentum. that last-minute voter
races.
many
in
crucial
be
could
neibut. weekend polls suggested
,
Georgia,
of
Linder
John
Rep.
clear
a
has
party
ther political
RepubNational
the
of
r)
,
chairn\a
national advantage.
ee. disPolls released by the Pew lican Congressional Committ
nationof
ce
ignifican
s
.
the
counted
-USA
CNN
Research Center and
,
elections
ional
congress
in
Today-Gallup indicated that voter al polls
sep-•
look
to
more
means
it
saying
preference for Democratic or
each district. He suggested
Republican congressional candi- arately at
would gain the advanGOP
dates was at a statistical tie among the
likely voters in the weekend before
• See Page 2
Election Day.

DUI arrest nets
damage to cruiser
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Two people face drunken-driv-ing charges for allegedly being
behind the wheel of a truck that
backed into a city police car during a traffic stop Sunday morning.
According to a Calloway County Sheriff's Department report, the
owner of the truck, Sheila R. Grim,
and a passenger, Archie Mayo.
were swapping seats after Murray
Patrolman Donald Bowman stopped
them at 12th and Main streets
about 12:47 a.m.'
Grim's truck rolled back and
hit the front of Bowman's cruiser as he was getting out, causing
minor damage to both vehicles,
the report said.
Grim, 42. of Paducah, was
charged with first-offense driving

while under the influence and having no insurance. She was released
Sunday from the Calloway County Detention Center on $500 unsecured bond.
Mayo, 48, of Coach Estates,
also was charged with first-offense
DUI and operating on a suspended license.
Mayo also is charged with possession of a controlled substance,
a Class D felony, after police
found crack cocaine during a search
of the truck. He remained in jail
Monday morning on a $1.500 cash
bond.
In another drug-related case, four
people were arrested Sunday night
after an informant's tip and a
report of an assault to the sheriff's department led to a bust at

• See Page 2
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BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
PLEASURE BEFORE WORK: VIPS and other friends of Murray State University enjoyed each
ky
other's company prior to dinner and festivities that unveiled the bust of former Kentuc
.
evening
Friday
Library
Gov. Ed Breathitt at Pogue
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• Dems

On the ballot

choose to go to the polls from 6
a.m. to 6 p.m. (local time) Tuesto keep for Republicans the seat day at 3,306 precincts. Constituthey have held for more than 30 tional amendment No. I would
years. Williams, though, has been create annual sessions of the Gendogged by questions about past eral- Assembly. A coalition of the
fudging on his educational record, Farm Bureau, small business operquestions about, financial disclo- ators, doctors and others have run
sure and trustworthiness. Democ- a radio campaign against it, warnrat Ken Lucas, a former Boone ing of the opportunity for medCounty' judge-executive with con- dling and mischief from a legisservative credentials, is trying to lature that meets too often. If the
take the seat.
amendment passes, the new reguIn the 6th District, state Sen. lar session would begin in FebErriestorScorsone, a Democrat, and ruary.
former state Rep. 'Ernie Fletcher,
Amendment No. 2, though lost
a Republican, provide the most stark
in the political din of the season,
philosophical difference. Fletcher,
a renaissance man as physician, has no opposition to speak of. It
fighter pilot and engineer, is also would alter the constitutional
a former lay minister at
primi- requirement that all property be
tive Baptist church. Scorsone, a taxed to allow the legislature to
14-year legislator, is a defense attor- exempt personal property, such as
vehicles.
ney and confirmed liberal.
Freshman Republican Rep. Anne
The makeup of the legislature,
Northup in Louisville's 3rd Dis- specifically
the state Senate, also
trict is the only. other member of will be determined
Tuesday.
the Kentucky congressional delegation even remotely challenged.
From a 30-8 dominance less
Former Attorney General Chris Gor- than a .decade ago, Democrats
man is running an enthusiastic but found themselves with 20 seats
underfunded campaign to unseat during the 1998 session and holdher.
ing what amounted to a plurality
Incumbent Republican Reps. Ed given the scheme worked out by
Whitfield,1st District; Ron Lewis, some Democrats to take control
2nd District; and Hal Rogers, 5th of the chamber with the assistance
District; expect easy re-election.
of the 18 Republicans. RepubliThere are two other statewide cans now hope for outright conquestions facing those among the di)l with victories in some of the
2.5 million registered voters who 19 Senate seats on the ballot
From Page 1
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SCOTT NANNEY Ledger & Times photo

DRESSING THE ROLE: Members of the Murray State University band got into the spirit of the holiday for the Racer football game Saturday afternoon at Roy Stewart Stadium.

II DUI ...
From Page 1
a Cook Store Trail home.
Cleston Russell Cannon of Lexington reported that he was assaulted Saturday during a party at the
home of Lee Ann Key. 27, according to the sheriffs department.
A tip Sunday Afternoon led to
the 6- p.m. raid on the home, which
netted small amounts of suspected cocaine and LSD, as well as
weighing scales and pipes, Sheriff Stan Scott said.
Key was charged with possession of cocaine, a Class D felony,
and misdemeanor counts. of possession of marijuana less than eight
ounces and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
Her brother,„ Harry Jason Key,
21. of-Hammond Road, also was
charged with cocaine possession,
,as well as possession of a controlled substance (LSD), also a D
felony, and possession of manless than eight ounces.
_ Others arrested included Melissa -Johnson. 25, of Reiman Road,
(marijuana and drug paraphernalia
possession) and Chad M. Fox, 23,
of Sycamore ,Street. (paraphernalia possession).
Meanwhile, the sheriff's department continues investigating the
theft of almost $10,000 in cash
and checks from a Hazel home
Thursday night.
A 17-year-old girl allegedly took
the money from a box in the home
ofStanley Dick. Scott said. An adult
male allegedly assisted her, he
said.
No charges have been filed yet,

Scott said, noting that $7,500 has
been recovered.
In police department reports, a
Sedalia man faces felony drugtrafficking charges after he received
a motorist's assist from police
Wednesday.
__- Michael L. Duncan, 31, is
charged with trafficking within
1,000. yards of a school, a Class
C felony and misdemeanor counts
of carrying a concealed deadly
weapon; and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
He was released from jail Friday on •$2,500 surety bond
A passenger, Robert Colson, 28,
of Route I, Calloway County,
remained in jail Monday morning
without bond because of fugitive
charges from Tennessee. Colson is
charged here with possession of
drug paraphernalia.•
Colson allegedly had rolling
papers in his pants 'pocket when
police searched Duncan's car,about
3:45 p.m. Wednesday, the report
said.
An officer-stopped to help Duncan. whose 'Car allegedly developed problems and stopped near
the West Kentucky Expo Center
on College Farm Road. the report
said.
When asked if he had any drugs
or weapons. Duncan allegedly said
yes and gave police a metal tin
containing marijuana roaches and
pipes, the report said.
Police later found a leather bag
between the seats- that contained
a Smith.& Wesson .38-caliber special, three packages of marijuana,
rolling papers and $176 cash.

• Surplus ...
approve vouchers for rent, clothFrom Page 1
million from the U.S. Department ing or other things that might be
of Labor for programs for wel- needed for the children.
Second, a program where casefare recipients with the least chance
workers will check the homes of
of finding jobs.
-$12 million to, expand eligi- first-time mothers for child abuse
and promote good nutrition.
bility for the child-care subsidy.
Third, funding for the medical
Before Oct. 1, people had to make
no more than 133 percent of the centers at the University of Kenpoverty level to qualify; that fig- tucky and the Univeisity of
ure would- rise to 150 percent. Louisville to continue their screenThat means a single mother with ing of children suspected of being
one child who makes less than ablised.
$16,275 a year can now qualify
-$2 million on
computer
foE -a subsidy. Previously, the project. Because . welfare law
woman would have had to make changed eligibility requirements,
less than $14,431 to qualify.
recipients are no longer automat-'
-$5 million will be spent to ically eligible for Medicaid. That
means some state computer sysset up three programs:
First, "safety net" services for tems, which had . automatically
families whose welfare checks are linked the two, must be reprocut off because the adult failed to grammed. .
get a job or participate in job
-$1.6 million to fill 54 vacant
training. Social workers will jobs in the cabinet.

From Page 1
tage through better turnout in
midterm elections that traditionally draw fewer voters.
"Our voters are more religious
about voting," he said.
Democrats countered that new
GOP ads attacking President Clinton over the Monica Lewinsky affair
could energize the president's supporters.
"There will be a lot of elec-
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The candidates:
U.S. Senate
Scotty -Baesler, 0-Lexington. vs. Jim Bunning, R-Southgate.
U.S. House
1st District: Ed Whitfield (i), R-Hopkinsvile, vs. Tom Barlow, DPaducah.
2nd District: Ron Lewis (1), R-Cecilia, vs. Bob Evans, D-Bradfordsville, vs. Jim Ketehel, Reform-Bardstown.
3rd District: Anne Northup (1), R-Louisville, vs. Chris Gorman, 0Louisville, vs. Patricia Jo Metten, Natural Law Party-Louisville.
4th District: Ken Lucas, D-Richwood, vs. Cies Williams, R-Verona.
5th District: Hal Rogers (it, R-Somerset, vs. Sidney Bailey-Banuir.
D-Prestonsburg.
6th District: Ernie Fletcher. R-Lexington. vs. Ernesto Scorsone, DLexington,
State Senate
19 of 38 seats in even-numbered districts. Current makeup: 200.
I8R.
State House
All 100 seats. Current makeup; 650, 34R; one vacancy,.
Supreme Court
1st District: Bill Graves, Paducah, vs. Rick Johnson, Symsonia.
2nd District: William Cooper. Elizabethtown. vs. Walter Baker,
Glasgow.
6th District: Donald Wintersheimer, Covington, vs. Edwin Kagin,
Maysville.
Also, county, city, school board and other offices.
The questions:
Constitutional Amendment One: "Are you in favor of amending
the Kentucky Constitution to reduce the General Assembly's organizational session by five days Anti to allow the General Assembly to
meet in interim session in odd-numbered years for 25 days?"
Constitutional Amendment Two: "Are you in favor of amending
Section 170 of the Constitution of Kentucky to permit the General
Assembly to exempt motor vehicles and any other class of persona
property from the levy of all or any portion of the: property tax and
to extend the homestead property tax exemption to persons who are
classified as totally disabled by any public or private retirement system?"
Questionable calls:
1-800-328-8683. Secretary of State's Vote Fraud hotline.
1-502-582-5911. U.S. Attorney's office, Louisville.
1-606-233-2661. U.S. Attorney's office, Lexington.
1-502-583-3941. Federal Bureau of Investigation.

500-6 00 p m Monday-Frkisy or
4 30-5 p.m Saturday at 753-1916
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From Page 1
"What I have felt in the last
two weeks, the tliomentum and
enthusiasim is swinging to the
PetnOtrats,-13beathitt 'said Friday:Breahitt was governor of ISentucky when Land Between the
Lakes was established.
"Most of the programs that have.
really built western Kentucky have
been built by Democrats," Breathitt
said. "We all rallied to keep Land
Between the Lakes for all the
country. TVA hasn't done a perfect job, but a lot of that has been
because of funding and of the
pressure from Republicans•in the
House and Senate. They want to
gut it and privitize it."
"I want to see a senator and a
congressman
who support the kind
tions decided by 1,000 or 2,000 of a program
that will guarantee
votes," said Rep. Martin Frost of
maxiumum use of LBL as a pubDemocraTexas; chairman of the
lic area and not have it exploited
tic Congressional Campaign Com- by private
industry."
mittee. "We're working turnout
Breahitt
also
blasted Republicans
harder than we ever have."
for the Freedom to Farm Bill,
Sunreleased
In the Pew poll
which would end most price supday,- Democrats were preferred by
port
.programs.
46 percent of likely voters and
"They've
withdrawn all support
staRepublicans by 44 percent, a
for
the
farmer
and thrown 4hem
tistical tie. Two weeks ago, the
on
the
world
economy,"
Breathitt
Pew poll gave Republicans a 48said.
"I'm
strongly
supporting
Scot43 advantage among likely votty and Tom. I don't have to .be
ers.
out here; I've paid my political
dues. I'm 73 years old. But I'm
deeply concerned about the part
of the state that my family has
lived in for seven generations." .
Breathitt said Barlow has closed
on his race with the incumbent
Congressman Ed Whitfield.
Barlow, who has trailed significantly in fundraising, said he can
Pick 3:
win with a strong voter turnout.
4-8-5
"Rigto... here at home, people
Pick 4:
realize that if Republicans take hold,
3-0-8-1
big-time in Kentucky, we're going
Lotto:
to see 90 c-ent tobacco," Barlow
14-28-29-32-34-37
said. "If Democrats- dOn't- get in
there solid this time,-'re going
to see a whole new generation of
farmers go to the wall in bankruptcies."
Sponsored by:
Whitfield visited Murray MonShell

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

Christmas Pet Portraits
(the purrfect gift!)

,t1,142 Yid InUilinfild
Call Farmer's Farmacy
today for an
appointment

• ••

Farmer's Farmacy
Oaicwood Studio

day as part of a late airpiane tour
of the district.
"We're flying around the district and talking to .as many peo-pre' anirtryid-ftd-terour people-to the polls," Whitfield said. "I
hope 31ou'll take a lot of friends
with you. We feel pretty good
about this election."
Whitfield also voiced 'support
for Calloway County .Republican
judge-executive nominee Melvin
Henley.
Henry said he was stopping in
Calloway County in support of
Democratic judge-executive nominee Larry Elkins.
"We're trying to get out and
make sure that we've got strong
county judges," Henry said. "Mr.
Elkins is a fine man and we've
got a lot of confidence him. He's
the man that we're going to work
with on economic development and
education issues."
Henry also pushed Baesler, who
defeated him in the May Democratic primary.
"Scotty represents the values
that are important,to this part of
the state," Henry said. "My family has been farmers in this district for 150 years and the Republicans, with their Freedom to Farm
bill, have come up with a Freedom to Fail bill for farmers in
western Kentucky."
Voters in Calloway County will
selecte a new, Calloway County
Judge-Executive, a new mayor oil_
Murray, a coroner, a magistrate in
District No. 4, school board seats
in both Calloway and Murray and
the Murray City Council. Hazel
voters will select a mayor and
four city commissioners. .
The ballot also includes a
Supreme Court justice race, two
statewide amendments.and a local
amendment that would approve a
3 cent park tax.
The precinct locations will open
at 6 a.m. Tuesday and close at 6.
p.m.
Two precinct locations have
changed since the May primary.
The New Providence voting location has been moved from Herndon Seed Mill to the New Providence Church of Christ, while the
Midway voting location moved
from Wisehartls Grocery to Calvary Temple.
The clerk's office will be closed
to automobile transactions on ElectionvoD
tearys.
with questions about
precinct locations should contact the
clerk's office at 753-3023.
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Paid For By Justice 3. W "ear Graves Re-Election Campaign

By The Associated Press
WHO: 2,590,339 registered voters.
WHAT: General election for 5.640 federal, state and local offices.
WHEN: 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. local time.
WHERE: 3,306 precincts.
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State liberal on getting
people away from welfare

PEOPLE
Woods discusses big break
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NEW YORK (AP) — James Woods made it in Hollywood —
without connections.
"I don't think I know a single person working in the business
who isn't related to somebody
except me!" Woods says in
Sunday's Daily News..
"I hate tp say that, but name an actor, and I'll tell you who
they're related to. It's unbelievable! So I came out here, this sort
of skinny geeky kid, and it just took forever. I didn't get my first
sort of break until I was 30, which was 'Holocaust' in '78." .
Woods is currently stirring in "John Carpenter's Vampires" as
a cranky Nosferatu slayer who ad-libbed a whole slew of diatribes
against religion, women, homosexuals and other targets just to
amuse the director, and was shocked when they wound up in the
film.
"One day I saw him choking from laughter on the camera
deck," WoodsNsaid of Carpenter. "I said, 'Do not use this scene
in the movie. My movie career will be over! But John had the
(courage) to go for it."
The 51-year-old actor received a best supporting actor Academy Award-nomination for the 1996 film "Ghosts of Mississippi."
His many other credits include "The Onion Field," "Salvador,"
"Casino," "Nixon" and "The Way We Were."

Actor opposes cockfighting ban
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PHOENIX (AP) — Wilford Brimley thinks banning cockfight- •
mg isn't the right thing to do.
The grandfatherly actor and oatmeal pitchman attended a rally
in Phoenix on Saturday to voice opposition to Proposition 201, an
Arizona cockfighting ban expected to pass Tuesday.
Passage could lead to more laws restricting use of animals, like
prohibiting the use of dogs for hunting, Brimley said.
"My saddle horses are my friends," said Brimley, 64. "My
dogs are my friends. Once an idea like this gets started I don't.
know where it's going to end."
Brimley's concern was unfounded, said Kim Hicks of the An-.
zona Humane Society.
"This isn't about anything except cockfighting," Hicks said.
"We have no intention of telling Mr. Brimley what he can or
can't do with his dog."
_Cockfighting is legal in Arizona, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Missouri and Louisiana. Missouri voters will also consider a ban
Tuesday. Brimley. who lives in Utah, says he visits Arizona to
attend cockfight,

Smith ready to establish himself
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NEW YORK- (Al'
Will Smith will not be deterred
"I see people all the time who are better rappers than me, better actors than me, better-looking and stronger than me," Smith
says in the' November issue of Premiere magazine. "But my ace
in the hole. is my dangerously obsessive drive, you know? I'm a
terminator. I absolutely, positively will not stop until I win."
Smith stars in the upcoming espionage thriller "Enemy of the
State," working with Oscar winners Jon Voight and Gene Hackman. The fornier Fresh Prince has other credits including "Independence Day," ."Men in Black" and "Six Degrees of Separation"
Despite 'his success, Smith thinks he needs to. establish himself
as an actor, hoping that his work withHackman and Voighfwill
build credibility.
"I think, in a lot of ways, I've gotten respect for being able
to act sort of by default," Smith said. "There were flashes of (his
ability) in 'Six Degrees of Separation,' and I'm still kind of living off that. But I haven't really proved myself as an actor yet.
That was the big reason to do this movie."

Actors encourage active roles
RENTON, Wash. (AP) — Husband-and-wife actors Ossie Davis
and Ruby Dee are urging fellow seniors to play active roles in
campaigning for social change.
"We've got the possibility of setting things right," Dee, 74,
said at the Renton Senior Center on Friday. "There's a boldness
that belongs to -us as seniors. We have to get our army together.
We can get out there and put this world in order."
In town to promote their book, "With Ossie And Ruby: In This
Life Together,".the couple. said they haye no plans to slow down.
"Our day is always full," said Davis, 80. "No• matter how fast
you go, you won't catch up with all the opportunities; all the
responsibilities."
The couple with numerous film credits including "Do.The Right
Thing," in which they appeared together, will 'celebrate their -50th
anniversary on Dec. 9.

ily's welfare check —; called a
fuefamily sanction — is usually
helpful.
"We've taken the approach from
the beginning that sanctions should
be used with great caution and
only to try to move families to.
self-sufficiency," Miller said.
Cary Willis. the cabinet's
spokesman, confirmed that: "If you
want to avoid a termination. it's
going v,) happen."
A month ago, 922 • of Kentucky's nearly 36,0(X) welfare families with adults in them were facing the prospect that this reek's
check would be their last. 'SfitiCe
then, case managers have /been
AMY WILSON 'Ledger & Times photc
writing, calling and visiting those
area as part of the dedicaStudents
demonstrated
the
riding
threatened with the loss of beneState University SatMurray
tion
of
the
new
equine
center
at
fits and cajoling them balk into
the program's good graces. '
urday.
Because of these efforts, welfare officials are guessing the number of cutoffs could be as low as
500 by the end of November —
less than 2 percent of all recipients.
Each of these families has been
living with redliced benefits for
Republican Jim Bunning. whose tlemanly demeanor, Baesler takes
at least six months because the
standard campaign speech often a go-along, get-along attitude to
adult in the family has refused to
includes a few jabs at newspa- his service in the House," said
show up at welfare offices or to
pers, has won the endorsement of The Kentucky. Post. "Bunning, disshow up at assigned classes or work.
several Kentucky publications that missing his opponent as a backThey are losing their benefits not
*because they won't work but
have taken sides in the U.S. Sen- bencher, prefers an aggressive, inbecause they won't participate at
your-face style that, while annoy-ate campaign.
all. In September, 2.229 families
While the state's two largest ing in person. has left a greater
were being penalized for not parnewspapers have endorsed Demo- imprint on congressional affairs."
The Enquirer had a similar view.
ticipating.
crat Scotty Baesler, Bunning's home
"Mr. Baesler is likeable,
In many states, such families
newspapers and others have said
would have been cut off long ago. he would be -the-better-senator---approachable, more down-home
The requirement to get a job,
Newspapers in Bunning's home - friendly than the turbocharged Mr.
whether volunteer or, paying, is
area of northern Kentucky both Bunning. But Mr. Bunning is right
generally what has distinguished
endorsed him and boasted of the on the issues, and he has the enerreforms--in
recent welfare
most clout he could use to help his gy and cast-iron willpower to get
states from past reforms. This work
neighbors. And both said Bun- things done," The Enquirer said.
The Lexington _Herald-Leader
requirement stems from a belief ning's membership in the likely
and
the Louisville Courier-Journal
that a job is more _likely than
Republican majority in the Senate
said Baesler would make a better
training to lead to a better. job.
works in his favor.
Kentucky, however, is still push"Voters should keep that in mind: senator and both criticized Riming recipients in large numbers If elected, Mr. Baesler will again fling's disdain for government.
"Mr. Baesler is a public serinto training.
-be among a shrinking minority in
getting benefits.
vant of. principle, skill and cornwelspare
the
rod,
Instructed
to
the
Scrims.
As
part
of
the
RepubSome recipients purportedly in
lican majority, _Mr. Bunning_ can passion. As ,mayor of Lexington
.
--are actually-in ,classips.- Eliz- fare offices across the state_ have
do more for Kentucky and the "Riel(rya-is'Trviratslet bfesided
abeth Hall. '3 I, is one of many come up with 'a range of strategies
Co
get
recipients
to
comply
nation," said the Kentucky Enquir- over a progressive administration
recipients in Knott County assigned
and *a period of economic growth."
with
the
rules.
er.
to clean up the Hindman community
In Jefferson 'County, 71 percent
The Kentucky Post and the The Courier-Journal said. "On the
center. But she and the others
participating
recipients
have
jobs....
of
Enquirer
also noted Bunning's flinty other hand, Mr. Bunning is a stalactually spend much of their days
the
rest
are
taking
classMost,
of
personality,
but said it would serve wart of a doctrinaire Republican
studying for General Educational
Jefes. Only three recipients in
him and the state well in the Sen- delegation that is disturbingly anti
Development certificates.
ferson
County
are
getting
domesate,
especially when compared to . poor, anti-woman,anti-minority and
Hall has three children, the oldanti-envirorrinent," The Courierand
none
counseling
the
quieter
Baesler.
tic-violence
est of whom is 16, and she has
counseling
courtly
and
gen- Journal •sdid.
is
in
drug-abuse
Reflecting
his
been on welfare for 14 years —
much of which she has spent in
training programs. She iS a certified nurge_'s. aide and could land
a job, but she wants to be a secretary-. For that, she thinks she
needs a GED. She left school in
the eighth grade.
"I'd like to find one (a job)
that I'm happy with." Hall said.
The state has adopted an expansive definition of work because
Viola Miller, secretary of the CabCARDIO-KICKBOXING IS
inet for Families and Children, doesn't believe that cutting off a fam-

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — As
a deadline approaches this month
for welfare'recipients to find work,
less than one-third of about 36,000
Kentucky. adults on assistance have
jobs. But as few as 500 will lose
their checks.
A big reason is Kentucky's use
of a liberal definition of "work,"
as allowed by federal guidelines,
The (Louisville) Courier-Journal
reported Sunday.
-Compared to other states, Kentucky is the intiberal that I'm
aware of," saidvKatie Schneider,
director of the Jefferson County
Department for Human Services,
which is helping to administer welfare reform in the county. "They'll
'let you do just about anything."
The core idea of the 1996 federal welfare-reform law was putting welfare recipients to work.
Strict work requirements have led
some states to cut thousands of
recipients from their rolls. But
Congress allowed states to determine just what was meant by
"work."
In Kentucky, about 15,000 adults
have left the welfare rolls in the
last two- years, and many of them
have jobs. But among those still
collecting benefits,fewer than 7,000
had paying jobs in Septemtter, the
most recent figure available. Another 3,400 were doing volunteer or
other unpaid work.
. Thousands more are considered
to be working because they were
enrolled in literacy classes, vocational school, joh-readiness, seminars or even counseling. In Leslie
County, one recipient needed only
a note from a neighbor saying that
the recipient is helping the neighbor around the house, according
to hercase manager, Diane Fragnsa.
it
The one limit is college
is approved for recipients for only
one year before they must engage
in another work activity to keep

Bunning wins endorsement
of several state newspapers
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Security Council may head weapons inspections
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Clinton administration appears
feady to let the U.N. Security
Council take the lead in confronting Iraq over the country's
refusal to permit inspections for
weapons of mass destruction:—
Top national security officials
met at the White House for a second day Sunday to work on a
response to Iraq's defiance, and
there seemed little chance of an
immediate military response.
The officials Were to meet again
today.
Iraq banned U.N. inspection
teams from working in the Country Saturday ' after the Security
Council renewed its refusal to lift
economic sanctions against Iraq.
The cduncil then demanded unanimously that Iraq reverse the ban.
France and Russia,council members that have taken more lenient
positions on relaxing ,the sanctions
in the past, firmly rebuked haq
and called for compliance with the
U.N. Special Commission, known

as UNSCOM:
Andrews Air Force Base just out"I personally am very pleased side Washington after he returned
that the U.N. Security Council, from an aborted trip to Asia. "The
including some people I thought 4iiest thing is for Saddam (Hushad been a little tolerant with him sein, the Iraqi president) to comin the past, strongly condemned, ply with these agreements."
what he did," President Clinton '
Cohen, Secretary of State
said in an interview Sunday with Madeleine Albright, CIA Director
American Urban Radio Network. George Tenet, and-the president's
Clinton was briefed but did not national security adviser, Sandy
attend the meeting of his advis- Berger, met at • the White House
ers. No additional U.S. forces were "to review the situation and approbeing moved to the Persian Gulf priate action," said White House
region, and U.S. forces had not spokesman David Leavy.
been placed on alert, said a PenIraqi deputy prime minister Tariq
tagon spokesman.'Navy. Lt, Cmdr. Aziz repeated accusations Sunday
• that UNSCOM is working for the
Anthony Cooper.
William CIA and the Mossad, the Israeli
Defense Secretary
Cohen said unilateral U.S. mili- intelligence agency, and said the
tary actioen against Iraq has "always council was manipulated by Washbeen an option we could pursue. ington.
... but we prefer to act through
our allies and with our allies if,
we have to take any action at all." Did you know that we
"The preference is to keep it
have a health plan to
exactly where it is today, a confit your individual
test between Iraq and the United
Nations." Cohen told reporters at
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learn. No complicated choreography.
Cardio-Kickboxing is addictive!
It's a workout you look forward to
each day without bulky, expensive
equipment.
Cardio-Kickboxing works! Muscle
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was desperate
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FROM OUR READERS

Parks system
needs support
Dear Editor:
I grew up in a community south ol here called
Baldwyn. Miss. Mans of you know my uncle,
Harold Bums, who did a lot of used car business
in Calloway
Now. I am a citizen of this wonderfiul community. I go to church. eat 'tit restaurants, shop
in stores and cheer- at hail ..games with you. I
share your pain when someone close to you is
fl or when a tragedy hits our .community.
No. I don't have a family tree that goes 10
generations deep in Calloway County. And yet I
have all of thes'e feeltngs of attachment. Wendy.
Jacob, and I hase decided to make this our home.
We are going to he the roots to a- tall family tree
here in Callow ay.
I care about what direction our community goes
in and -want to continually improve our quality of
life.
I understand y our concern of worrying about
how the money ss ill he spent if you vote for
improving and des eloping the parks Nov. 3.
One thing you do not have to worry about is
where. the money is going. It goes directly to the
park. It -does not go through the county or the
cit
1. like you. am always concerned about how
my money is spent at every ievel of government.
I could tell you that I promise to spend your
money wisely. I would also sound like many
politicians. All I can do is tell you a little about
myself and let y ou draw your own conclusions.
In 1974 ms father- was asked to. run for city
councilman in Baldwyn. He served for 14`: years
before he died of cancer. He was the only person to be elected each of those .our terms in
the first primary. That means that he received a
majority of the ..v.iltes_aa,"„ac.ver_. Jiatl to.patticipate
in a run-off.
Why'? Because :he was a. honest, straightforward man that.- treated everyone wil.h the dignity
and respect that they deserved, while looking out
for the -best interest of the conplunity. My parents instilled those same values and, a strong work
ethic in me. I believe in doing. things right the.
.first time and not being wasteful. I was taught :to
spend money wisely and, to use common, sense.
have been the park director for 13 months.
The park hoard and I have spent what . little money
we have very wisely.. Many people may not understand why we spend the Money the way_ we do.
When a decision is made, the good of the
entire community must he considered. There are
315(X) people in our community.
.Three of the'questions that have to he asked
are: How will spending this money best serve the
community -.' Repairing a ball field, putting in a
playground. repairing the restrooms or repairing
the swimming pool are examples. How many people will benefit from its use? What safety issues are there to consider'?
I want to deselop a park system that benefits
and serves- every one in Calloway County. 1 was
asked if I wanted to be remembered as the director that started the, des eloprnent of the park system. 1 don't want to be remembered at all. .1
want everyone to be too busy enjoying the parks,.
to ,have time to think about how it came about.
Besides, this process started • way before I Moved
into Calloway.
If you Want to continue improving your county and quality of life, vote for improving and
developing the parks Nov. 3;No matter how you
vote, go sole. It's your county and city. Be part
of the dectsion in your government's leadership.

expect to see a time when they would have their
classroom in the same buildings as their office.
I envision a faculty. with free long distance
phone 'service into each office, a parking place
'close. enough to walk, reduced prices in the bookstore, free and amazingly inexpensive life insurance, inexpensive health insurance and a good
retirement to Which the university contributes.\par
As important as are all the above reasons for
faculty joining a labor union, the most important
reason I support a union is because such .occur=
rence will unequivocally, absolutely, positively guarantee the university president will finally, at long
last, be forced to listen to us, consequently solving all our problems.
And more importantly. Ave still - will not be
compelled to listen to him.
But the greatest and Most obvious reason I
support a labor union, as should we all, is that
the faculty of every great university anyone has
ever heard of are members of a labor union, .not
to mention faculty of many junior colleges and
several public schools.
I'm not saying any of this would be easy, it
will surely. take years of struggle and sacrifice.
but without a union it'll never happen.
James Willis
Elementary and Secondary Education Department
Murray State University
Murray, KY .42071

Arbegust sets
himself apart

Dear Editor:
I've had the pleasure of working with most of
the candidates on the ballot in the county-wide
clectio04-ighilc organizang....,_our.:Landidatestrunt
'98 series.
I would like to take this opportunity to say
"Three 'Cheers" for all our local candidates for
the way they have conducted themselves during
this election cycle.
They have proven to me that dignity and integrity do still exist in the political system on the
local level. I wish I could say the same thing for
the -state and -federal level. But sadly, what we've
seen from those candidates has been more of the
same; mud-slinging and scare tactics to keep voters from thinking about the issues.
I've never been so proud of my independent
voter status as while watching ads financed by
the two major' parties. It would appear that the
only way they can make their party look' good is
to attempt to make the other party-- look bad. How
sad.
If you're as tired of this behavior as I am,
you do have a choice when it comes to electing
a senator.
Charles Arbegust is the Reform Party candidate
for Senate of the United States. After watching
him make his _case on KET's. Senate debates, I
am convinced that we should send a citizen legislator to Congress to represent us, the citizens.
Arbegust _addressed the issues of the campaign
in a common sense. and thoughtful manner, setting himself apart from the major candidates. What
a contrast he presented to the major party candidates. who could- only attack each other.
Would that they would spend as Much time
and energy working on the issues as they have •
attacking each other and building campaign funds.
Sadly. I don't see that happening above the local
level.
' No matter who your choice is on Election Day,
please go to the polls- and make an informed
Skip Dobbs choice on Nov. 3.
Direct r. Murray-Calloway County • Parks
Murray: KY 42071
Kathy Lyons
187 Satterwhite Lane
Murray, KY 42671

Labor union
needed at MSU University faculty
should grow up

Dear Editor:
The current issue at Murray State is whether
faculty. need a labor union to represent us. SevDear clitor:
eral reasons persuade me to support one,..
As a lifelong resident of Murray. and former
• Though state employees in Kentucky. are not student. I have come to realize that old Ben
allowed to strike._ such? powerful organization as. Franklin left out something from the old 'adage
a MSU faculty labor union could coerce the ,gen- "Only two things in life are certain, death and
eral assembly to allow - us ,to elect a colleague. taxes."
ity secret ballot and, majority vote, to become a
He should have added - no matter who the
full fledged .member of the 'university regents. one Murray State University Board of Regents Selects
who sits in executive sessions, makes motions- and as the university's president. the faculty will find
votes - such an event would. give us power and fault.
input beyond the imagination of faculty in all
It has been this way since Dr. Curris finally
most all other states.
'had enough, and it still continues.
With, a labor union we could create an organI will probably get crucified for this, but here
ization that ddmands
percent faculty partici- it goes: Grow Upl.
pation.
I have two children at home (ages 5 and -6),
If our labor union is resourceful and acts with and I assure you they don't whine half, as Much
assiduity, we could make sure-this group estab- as some of the university's faculty.
lishes by-laws that prohibit the university presiFrom .a teaching standpoint, we have, in my
dent and other administrators from being mem- opinion, some of the finest _educators to be found
bers or even attending meetings unless ins ted.
anywhere „in higher education.
'Since it is a faculty only group. we could even
But. I'm, afraid we'll never please everybody,
name it (say) the Faculty • Senate.
all the time.
With a labor union, we could gain many items
Kudos to Dr. Alexander. I would not have your
important to our personal welfare Eventually, each job for the world.
could have a private office. possibly, maybe even
have a personal computer tied to the net, e-mail
Jeff Smith
even, -all free.
1825 Beach Road
With a labor union, the younger faculty could
Kirksey, KY 42054

Lies and videotape
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AF.) — In
the closing sprint toward election
day. Kentucky political candidates
peddled more Whoppers than Burger King.
The idea was to distort the
record or character of one's opponent beyond recognition, not just
context. The favored medium was
television, but radio advertising
and so-called news conferences
figured heavily.
Candidates will argue that they
have no choiCe. When hit, , they
must hit back. As U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell put it during his reelection campaign in 1996, "a
charge unanswerid is, a charge
believed, and I'm not going to make
that mistake."
In the final days of current
campaigns, particularly the razorclose races among federal office
seekers, no allegation seemed too
outrageous, no advertising too
duplicitous.
There was a perverse equality
about it, too: Negative advertising is an utterly bipartisan undertaking. Neither party can claim
'the_moral high ground.
.•
The U.S. Senate race between
Democrat Scotty Baesler and
Republican Jim Bunning hardly
cornered the market on egregiousness. But -it provided two of
the best specimens.
One was a Democratic charge
that Bunning favors a 30 percent
national sales tax. It was hard to
top for .-7- shall we say — creativity. But Republicans rose to
the challenge with an accusation
that Baesler favored,a cut in Social
Security benefits.
.
Though he tried mightily to deny
it. Bunning did in fact, flirt with
(he idea of a national sales tax.
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AP NEWS ANALYSIS

CHARLES WOLIFE
Associated Press Writer
He mentioned it in a forum with
Baesler on Kentucky Educational
Television. He also checked it on
a questionnaire sponsored by an
organization that promotes voter
awareness.
But Bunning has always mentioned .a national sales tax in the
context of an alternative to the
income tax. A viewer of the attack
ad put up by the Kentucky Democratic Party would never know
that.
And 30 percent? Bunning has
never used such a figure. The
Democrats drew it from an estimate by the Congressional Buds
get Office -that the poorest families would have to spend 30 percent of tReir income in taxes.
Baesler's campaign chairman,
Bob Wiseman, said the cited percentage was a "nuance" of the
allegation, "the technicality aspect
of it."
If Bunning ever-proposed a 30
percent tax of any kind, one presumes it would have made the
news at the time.
Asked whether Baesler actually expected anyone to believe
something so preposterous, Wiseman said that was not entirely
the_.,potni, "The wholer_debade_ _ is.
that Bunning is fully in favor of
shifting the tax burden from those
who can afford to pay to those
who cannot afford to pay," Wiseman said.

Not to be outdone. Republicans hammered Baesler with a commercial and a mailing that said
Baesler favored cuts in Social Security benefits.
"When- you are attacked with
lies and deceit, you attack back,"
Bunning said. With. deceit of your
own, apparently.'
, Baesler in 1995 proposed lowering the Consumer Price Index'
by eight-tenths of a percentage
point. The index is .used in determining cost-of-living increases in
Social Security benefits.
The effect would have been a
smaller than otherwise increase,
not a _cut. But a _cut is precisely
whit Republicans alleged. The
mailing by the Kentucky Republican Party to senior citizens said
Baesler "actually led the charge
to slash" cost-of-living raises.
What it - omitted was that Bunning in 1996 likewise said ,a lowering of the Consumer Price Index
should be considered. He emphatically denied it would bring about
a net cut in Social Security and
said anyone who suggested otherwise would be engaging in "demagoguery." ,
"I only responded to an attack,"
B.unniiig._.said. Friday of his countering punch. -You better be careful -if yoh cast the first stone. as
Scotty Baesler did in this campaign.
Because then I'm koing to throw
a boulder right hack at him

Elections to shape presidency
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
elections that will turn less on
PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS
'
impeachment than impeachment
may hinge on them, the verdict
1... .
of America's voters Tuesday will
shape the balance of the Bill Clinton era — and perhaps the punWALTER MEARS
,
ishment for, his past.
Associated Press Columnist
Republicans count on reinforcements for their majorities in
that the case in Congress should sky scandal, but it certainly -has
the new Congress, and anything
just
be closed.
changedbut GOP House gains would upset
In
the
final
week
df
the
camHe was a nonstop campaigner
public opinion polls. and the patpaign, Republicans began broad- for eight days- before the last
tern of off-year history, in a time
casting television commercials rais- midterm elections.
of presidential sex scandal.
Now his appearances areat limDemocrats are trying to cut ing the Lewinsky affair and Clintheir losses, and loss of seats has ton's dishonesty about it as an itedTaccess fund-raising affairs —
more than 100 so fart-this year
been the lat of -the president's issue.
Few
candidates
have
been
that
—
and controlled campaign stops,
party in every off-year election
confrontational on the scandal, and like his appearance 'Sunday for a
but one since '.the Civil War.
The average loss to the presi- a handful of Democrats have tried get-out-the-vote push at a predent's party in midterm elections to capitalize on the presumed back- dominantly black church in Balti• since World War II has been 27 lash among voters who tell poll- more.
sters they've heard enough of it.
• Starring at fund-raisers and at
Seats in ..the House, four in the
The
scandal
factor
already
has
rallies
tO Stir party voters and urge
Senate.
That may be within the GOP's been up and then down, first rais- them to the polls are traditional
reach in Senate contests this year ing expectations of an inaeased presidential roles in off-year cambut probably beyond them in the turnAut of-..-wrathful Republicans paigns, in which turnout is low,
sHouse. already remodeled politi- .after Clinton admitted on Aug. 17 with estimates this year at about
his sexual misconduct and lies, one-third' of eligible voters.
cally by their landslide takeover
then
energizing Democrats in a
Clinton always has relished the
four years ago.
The consensus guess is of backlash after the Oct. 8 House tumult of political rallies, the hand-vote for an unlimited impeach- shaking and back-patting of perRepublican House gains in the
sonal politics. But not this year.
ment investigation.
range, of 10 to 12 seats, although
have,
"And
now
it
seems
to
setAccording to the White House,
partisan_ GOP predictions run far
tled down and not be much of a its strategists decided that he could
higher: And Democratic exaggeration does the same, aimed at factor at all," analyst Thomas Mann be most effective by helping
inflating expectations. the better of the Brookings-Thstitution said. Democrats raise money .and con.He also speculated it could be centrating on policy. instead of
•„..1 to claim success-'n.narrower defeat._ having an impact, below the stir, campaign road shows.
• Pollsters report that most pea;
But in a season of scandal there
rile say the Monica Lewinsky case face.
.That can't be gauged, especially also was the risk that a more
will not be a factor in their choice
with the House Republican cam- active Clinton campaign this time
of candidates — 63 percent in an
paign
committee taking it to tel- would backfire by making his conAP poll completed Oct. 25. evision
with confrontational ads.
duct and the impeachment case
Nonetheless, party gains and
'The
White
House insists that against him more of an issue.
losses. inevitably will be read as
That's what the Republicans arc
a signal on the impeachment out- Clinton's own campaign role has
not
been
affected
by
the
Lewinto do on television.
trying
look in the new Congress. and a
message to what is left of the
current one about dealing with Clinton.
This Congress is adjourned but
All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's
not finished, with impeachment
address and telephone number included. Letters must be brief.
hearings due later this month in
We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter.
its House Judiciary Committee.
The more seats Republicans add
to their majority margins of II
in the House and 10 in the SenMURRAY
ate. the more likely they -arc to
push ahead on impeachment.
Should Democratic lines hold.
or close to' it, the process could
AMY WILSON
WALTER L. APPERSON
be slowed, even compromised to
Managing Edger
censure or reprimand short of an
ALICE ROUSE
impeachment vote.
General Manager
Let the Democrats defeat all
the odds,that point to GOP gains.
'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
and the White House could argue
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS,INC.
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Charles Preston Copeland
Charles Preston Copeland, 71, Radio Road: Almo, died Sunday,
Nov. I. 1998, at 6 a.m. at his home.
He was a used car broker.
His wife, Mrs. Patricia Lee Copeland, one son, Douglas Copeland,
one sister, and two. brothers, preceded him in death. He was the
son of the late Louis Duncan Copeland and Alice Butler Copeland.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Debbie Copeland Lewzader, Reidland, and Mrs. Randa Copeland Pittman, Murray; one son,
Drew Copeland, Almo; one sister, Mrs. Annie Darnell, Benton;
seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Kerry Lambert will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).
r•
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The funeral for Roy J. Ross was Sunday at I p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home. Benton. The Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiated. Burial was in Brooks Chapel Cemetery sin Calloway County;
Expressions of sympathy may be made to a Memorial Schor
arship Fund, c/o Bank of Benton, Benton, KY 42025.
Mr. Ross, 69, Sid Darnall Road, Benton, died Friday, Oct. 30,
1998, at 4:15 a.m. at Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
He was principal assistant for the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, and a member of Hardin Baptist Church and HardinBerkley 'Lodge No. 467 of Free and Accepted Masons. His father,
Raymond Ross, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Jean Jones Ross; three daughters, Mrs. Dianne Ross Redden and husband, Dwain, Benton, and
Mrs. Gwen Ross Mathis and -husband, James, and Ms-. Jan Ross,
all of Hardin; one son, Terry Ross and wife, Gina, Benton; his
mother, Mrs. Vada Ross, Benton; one brother, Jerry Ross, Riverview,
Mich.; five grandchildren, Amy Redden, Casey Ross, Ethan ROSS,
and Noah Ross, all of Benton, and Kristin Seiler and husband,
Mike, Nashville, Tenn.; two great;grandchildren. Rachel and Zachary
Redden, Benton.

'Vampires' leads
way at box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Evil and "Apt Pupil- was 10th. Anothwon easily at the Halloween week- er horror film,"Urban Legend," was
I Rh.
end box office.
"Pleasantville," an optimistic
"John Carpenter's Vampires"
fantasy
about bringing color to the
still-strong
the
over
place
first
took
"Pleasantville" on a weekend in black-and-white TV lives of a sitwhich six of the top 10 films dealt com town, sold $6.6 million in
with the sinister or theusupernat- tickets for second, losing only 25
its,opening .14=e-in
--ural; industry estimate showed Sun-- percent
second
its
week.
day.
"Practical Magic" made $5.1
"Antz," meanwhile, became the million, "Ant" $4.1 million for
highest-grossing animated feature fourth, "Bride of Chucky" had $4
outside' the Disney studio, over- million and "Rush Hour" had $3.4
taking the $62.8 million-grossing million- to- take sixth place.
"Beavis & Butt-head Do Ameri"Reloved" continued to tumble,
ca." DreamWorks' computer-ani- with $2.6 million. After three weeks,
mated tale of a tiny insect with the Oprah Winfrey movie has sold
big ideas has amassed $67.4 mil- just $18.6 million in tickets.
lion after five weeks.
Plunging further was the futur"Vampires," starring James istic "Soldier,"
which dropped 60
Woods as the leader of a gang percent in its second, week to
finout to destroy bloodsuckers in the ish
eighth with $2.58 million."What
Southwest, overcame universally
Dreams May Come"rnade $2.4 milbad reviews to open with $9.2
lion and "Apt Pupil" had $.1 7
million, the best debut for a film
million.
by director Carpenter. It topped
The estimated grosses at North
his "Escape from L.A.," which
opened with $8.9 million in 1996. American theaters for Friday
through Sunday as compiled by
"Vampires"' staying power is Exhibitor Relations Co. Inc.:
I. "John Carpenter's Vampires,"
questionable Once the Halloween
million.
$9.2
Sony
decorations come dowh, but
2. "Pleasantville,- $6.6 million.
spokesman Ed Russell said the
3. "Practical Magic," $5.1 milstudio picked up the movie so
cheaply from Largo Entertainment lion.
4. "Anti," $4.1 million..
that "it will already be a prof5. "Bride of Chucky," $4 militable film for us before the week
lion.
is over."
6. "Rush--14Quii•43.4 million.
It led a box office weekend
7. "Beloved," $2.6 million.
filled with death and darkness. In
8. "Soldier," $2.58 million.
third place was "Practical Magic,"
9. l'What Dreams May Come,"
"Bride of Chucky" was' fifth,
"Beloved" was seventh, 'What $2.4 million. -10. "Apt Pupil," $1.7' million.
Dreams May Come" was ninth
&
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For
WASHINGTON (AP)
nine months, President Clinton has
thwarted prosecutor Kenneth Starr's
efforts to question Clinton's closest aide -about their confidential
talks on the Monica Lewinsky
scandal. Now the courts and Congress may force the issue.
The Supreme Court could decide
as early as Monday whether to
hear Clinton's,-claim that attorneyclient privilege protects his discussions with deputy White House
counsel Bruce Lindsey, which an
appeals court has rejected.
And the Republican-controlled
House Judiciary Committee,expected to-hold impeachment hearings
soon, may summon Lindsey and,
if he won't testify, portray -Clinton's claim of privileged conversations as stonewalling.
Republican impeachment investigators are talking about adopting a rule making clear that they
don't honor claims of attorneyclient privilege or executive priv-,,
--iiege- to shield presidential aides
from testifying.
Just what do investigators want
White House aides to tell? Many
of the questions that have gone

Happy
Sixteenth
Birthday!
Jessica Bybee

To Subscribe
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753-1916
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'Ibis usually takes up more Juan
hours and becomes a safety issue.
It is important that a job is done
right the first time, so time and
materials are- not -wasted doing it
a second and third timeApar
•The facilities are high on the
priority list. Ball fields and fences
must he repaired for safety reasons. Four historic .buildings must
be repaired before they are permanently lost. Restroom- leaks and
swimming pool repairs also fall
into this category.
"The park must have programs
to get our youth and young adults_
involved in some positive activities. It is only a matter of time
before one of our youth gets seriously hurt because of a lack of
positive activities.
Youth need structured and
unstructured, supervised activities

that allow them to be creative and
express themselves • in a positive
manner. The parks can offer asafe, healthy. and fun environment
.
for them.
•We at the park Ire looking at
the future growth needs of parks
in Calloway County. •
Neighborhood_parks,soccer field
lights, a new aquatics center, and
little league/girls softball lights are
some of the projects on our short
range capital needs list.
All of these changes will enhance
the quality of the park. The Murray-Calloway County Parks has
many needs.
Some people have mentioned
Jund-raisers; -grants and donations
as a method of funding the park
and meeting these needs. These
are only short-term solutions. There
must be a consistent, reliable
income year after year.

Court to decide on privilege claims

*Whole House Audio Systems
rre. g Of New Homes avadatre

Serving the area
with Honesty &
Experience

park. Many people don't realize
that the park has utility bills just
like every citizen. _
The park spends around $10,000
a year in electricity alone. As the
park takes over more of its responsibilities, such as maintainin4 ball
fields and keeping the park well
groomed, more supplies and perishables (gasoline, diesel, and paper
products) are used. More and more
people are using the park.
•Equipment is high on the priority list. Much of the day-to-day
operations is dependent on having
the appropriate equipment.
Getting the right equipment can
cut down drastically on the number of man hours needed to perform tasks.
Thus, getting more done by a
fewer number of people. Many
times we have to use a tool at ,a
task that it was not designed for

.By SKIP DOBBS
Special to the Ledger
For many years, the park has
received only enough money to
"survive."
Lack of funds have resulted in
the lack of appropriate care for
the ball fields and historic buildings and shortage of appropriate
equipment.
For so-long, the park has had
to use short cuts that were not in
the best interest of the park or
the community. This type of care
can not continue. Without the passage of the park tax, park lands
and facilities-will have to be closed.
Some historic buildings will be
lost. The urgency for the need of
money must be understood.
If the tax is passed, the -money
will he used for the following immediate needs:
•Day-to-day operation of the

-Tt
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Parks need support from tax
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unanswered relate to whether Clin- alone with Ms. Lewinsky. Starr's ilege, officially; and the attorneyton tried to obstruct justice or impeachment report alleges that client work product doctrine, both
tamper with witnesses for either Clinton was attempting to influ- personally and officially.- Lindsey
Paula Jones' sexual harassment ence Mrs. 'Curie's testimony.
replied before the grand jury.
lawsuit or Starr's investigation.
Starr's investigators tried unsucWhile pursuing attorney-client
The president has denied telling cessfully to question Lindsey about privilege, Clinton dropped the claim
anyone to lie.
Mrs. Currie and Lindsey's con- .of executive, or presidential comLindsey says M. LeWinsk'y's versations with Clinton on Jan. munication, privilege for Lindsey.
connection to the Paula Jones case 17.
But his legal team in the Lewinfirst came to his attention Dec. 6.
"At any of these meetings that sky,..investigation is waging a sepThat Saturday, Lindsey was at occurred that .day," a prosecutor arate appeals\
,4,e, battle over the
ourt
Clinton's side when he received asked Lindsey, "did Betty Curie's se
am issue invo ' g another White
Word_ thaj Mrs. Jones's lawyers name come up?"
House lawyer.
.might summon the former White
"Again. I don't believe I can
Two other White House lawyers,
House intern as a witness against---reSpOnd to that, ... because of the Cheryl Mills and Lanny Brtuer.
the president.
presidential .communication privi- are balking at answering Starr
What happened in the meeting? ege; the deliberative process priv- questions.
Lindsey won't say.
During breaks in Clinton's Jan.
17 deposition for the Jones suit,
the president told Lindsey that the
55.50-10.50
US 1-2 200-215 lbs.
lawyers were peppering him with .Federal State Slarket News Service November
2, 1998 Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Sows
with
relationship
questions about his
$7 00-8.00
Report Includes 2 Buying Stations Receipts:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
Ms. Lewinsky.
58.00-11.00
Act.0 Est. 195 Barrows & Gilts 5.50-1.00 Lower
USla 300-450 lbs.
$11.00-13.00
US 1-3450-525 lbs.
That evening, Lindsey met with Sows 51.00-2.00 Lower
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518.50-19.00
US 63 525 & up lbs
Clinton in the Oval Office. Also US 1-3 230-260 lbs.
$6 00-7.00
514.50-17.50
US 1-3 215-231511n.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
that evening, Clinton contacted US 3-4 260-280 lbs.
518.00-1830
Boars $4.00
presidentialsecretary Betty Currie
and instructed her to come to the
White House the next day. On
Briggs LI Stratton Corporation
Sunday, the president suggested to
Mrs. Currie that he had never been
does not endorse political candi-
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Tomorrow is General Election Day. Please exercise your right
to vote to show your support or non-support to the candidates.
It is such a privilege to be able to vote because when we go
into that booth and close the curtain we can vote for the candidates and issues we desire.
It is so interesting in this General Election to have both
Democratic and Republican candidates. Usually this does not
happen in local races.
The proposed tax for the Murray-Calloway County Park is
an important issue. Having used the park many times, especially when our children and grandchildren were small, I can
say it is an important facility. The swimming pool has added
much, especially for the Red Cross swimming courses each year.
Think how many ball games and family reunions have been
held at the park.
I can appreciate the efforts of Parks Director Skip Dobbs
and the park hoard in endeavoring to get this support for the
park.

Small grain meeting Wednesday
Mr and Mrs. Darin Scott Austin

Shalon Renee McKinzie
and Matthew Lee- Dennis

Coleman and Austin
McKinzie and Dennis
said
vows
wedding
19
wedding to be Dec.

'MacRae Lee Coleman and Darin Scott Austin' were married Satur•
July- II, 1998,' at 4 p.m, in a candlelight ceremony at Cherry
day.
Robert and Marla Caskcy of Mayfield announce the engagement
Corner
Baptist Church.
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Shalon Renee' McKinzie
Salmon officiated at the double ring ceremony. Music
Larry
Dr.
of Murray. to Matthew Lee Dennis, also of Murray. son of Mr.'and.
Stone, soloist and organist, and Leigh Anne Barrett.
Julie
by
was
Mrs. Don L. Dennis of Murray.
.
pianist.
Miss -M11Kinzie is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Stev J. DouThe bride is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Mac Coleman,
glaIS of Paducah.
Concord. and' granddaughter of Mrs. Rosalee Kelso, Murray.
New
Mr. Dennis is the grandson of Mrs. Lucille Westbrook and tbe late,
groom is the son Of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Austin, and grandson
The
Carlos Westbrook of Murray..
and Mrs. Paul Kinsey and Mrs. ,Velma Austin. all of Benton.
Mr.
of
The bride-elect is .a 1995 graduate of Reidland. High School in
set of parents entered the sanctuary. they lit angel caneach
As
Paducah and is currently a senior at Murray State University-studyof Robert - Howard Kelso and Mr. and Mrs.
remembrance
in
dles
ing Social Work and Sociology. Miss McKinzie is employed by GTE
of the bride, and Marshall Austin,
,
grandparents
‘
late
Coleman,
Desmer
'Wireless and Curves, for Women .in Murray.
groom.
the
of
grandfather
late
The groom-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County 'High
Escorted by her father and given in 'marriage by her parents, the
School in Murray. Mr. Dennis employed by Tri-Star Masonry of'Min-wore a white satin gown featuring a fitted bodice covered with
bride
ra‘
sequins, and lace. The long fitted sleeves came to a point at
pearls.
The wedding will he Saturday.- Dec. 19. 1998. at 6:30 p.m. at
and were lace accented with pearls and sequins. The sheath
hands
her
Hardin Baptist Church. Hardin. The Rev. Otto Hamer will officiate.
dress
style
featured an attached cathedral length train adorned with a
Murray.
Club.
Country
Oaks
the
at
follow
A reception will
bow and lace, pearls. sequins, complemented with lace
satin
large
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding cerethe bottom of the skirt.
at
appliqué
mony and the reception.
The bride's fingertip fength veil was attached to a tiara covered
with white satin roses, pearls, and sequins. She wore -her mother's
Sewing Machine
diamond earrings and a pearl drop necklace, gift of the groom. Her
bridal bouquet was of a dozen long stem roses accented with a white
SALES • SERVICE
bow, sequins and pearls. She also carried a white lace handkerchief
Home & Industrial
which had belonged to her maternal great-grandmother, Mrs. Rosie
Uver 25 Years Experier
Share it with us!
Williams.
Layaway Now For
Whitney Coleman, sister of bride, was maid of honor. Bridesmaids
Call
Christmas
were Brandi Tate, Galatia, Ill., and Brandy Murphy, Murray. They
wore ivory, tea length column dresses and matching pearl necklaces
A.1 .,111101r-MMIK
and bracelets. Each carried an arm bouquet of ivory and peach long.
V•44r
stem roses.
7.5.3-3444
The flower girl was Lindsey Lee Coleman, niece of the bride. She
wore an ivory dress.
95 Chestnut St., Murray
www.deSignaquilt.com
The groom and his party all wore black tuxedos with shawl collars, black how ties. cummerbunds, and boutonnieres matching the
bride's flowers.
rai
Brad Brown was best man. Groomsmen were Tim Poe, groom's
cousin, and Scott Pullen. Ring bearer was Nicholas Read, Memphis,
groom's nephew. Ushers were Trevor Coleman, bride's brother, and
Kevin Kinsey.. grobm's cousin. .
Pier 1 Imports
Presiding at the guest register was Lsoura Coleman. bride's sisterin-law. Yvette Pyle directed the wedding.
is pleased to hate
A reception. hostecl by the bride's parents. followed in the church
Lisa Rexroat
annex. '
bride-elect of
Serving were Karen Kelso, Cynthia Kelso, and Rita Kelso, aunts
Pete Underwood
of bride. Stephanie Roberts directed the reception.
join our
After a honeymoon in Jamaica, the couple ii residing in Benton.
bride is a senior nursing 'major at Murray State University, and
The
bridal registry.
the groom -operates an insurance agency in Eddyville.
A rehearsal dinner wag hosted by the groom's parents At the Benton Country- Club.
Itrti
Bob
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Faxon Fellowship breakfast will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the
Green Horse Cafe. Highway 121 North. This is open to all men
and women and their spouses_ 3.v.ho .ever...attendecLFaxon..Sc13601- • -.
For more information call Frank Brandon at 753-8394.

Singles (SOS) meeting Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will, meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. in the Senior Citizens Area (back entrance) of the Weaks
Community Center. Connie Maynard will speak about his trip to
Russia. The SOS is a non-profit, nondenominational, social support
group for singles •whether divorced, widowed, or never married.
For more information call Vicky at 759-5395.

Delta meeting Wednesday
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Vernita Largin will speak about
The CASA Project. Jan Weaver will give the thought for the day.
Hostesses will he Eva Morris and Linda Clark.

Kappa meeting on Tuesday
Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Planning for the Kappa Tour
of Homes with Dorinda Craig as chairman will be the program.
Hostesses will be Dru McKinney, Sondra Barnett, Janis Hicks, and
Peggy Billirigton.

Offutt will read from his books
Kentucky native Chris Offutt, author of two books of short
stores, Kentucky Straight and Out of the Woods, and a novel, The
Good Brother, will read from his work Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in
the Murray State University Pogue Library. This will be sponsored
by the English Department, the College of Humanistic Studies, and
the James Overby Kentucky Culture Series. This 'is free and open
to the public. A reception will follow at. the Faculty Club.

Concerned Citizens will meet tonight
Calloway County Association of concerned Citizens will meet
tonight at 7 p.m. in. the meeting room of,the Calloway County
Public Library. All interested persons are invited.

Weigh-Down Orientation Tuesday
Orientation for a Weigh-Down Workshop will be Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Glendale Road Church oE Christ. There is no fee or obligation to enroll but orientation is necessary. The public is invited.
For mbre information call 753-6904.
Cr

Almo- exter meeting Tuesday
ter -Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Tuesday
Almoat 6:30 p.m. at the Almo Fire Station. All residents of the district
are urged to attend.

Free blood pressure checks

jial,en'I you earned

New Lower Program Prices"
•;•

Faxon Fellowship Wednesday

14,710 Dirty Diapers + 2,576 Loads of Laundry 4+ 33 Skinned Knees + 228 Soccer Games 4+ 4,761 Hours of Homework + 108 Check-ups 4.
97 Bake Sales + 3 Proms + 4 Grad .tion Ceremonies +

lin er Yew

,,•

Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will have activities on Wednesday. Ladies Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m. with Eva Morris, 7538584, as .hostess. Also other card games will be played with Linda
Pate, 753-1076, as hostess. All ladies of the club are invited to
attend.

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

.-• • 44

Donna Sexton
of Murray

Oaks' ladies plan events

Free blood pressure checks will be given Tuesday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Murray Seventh-Day Adventist Church. This is a free
service of the church.

Reward Yourself! Be A Healthier, Thinner
& Happier You For The Holidays

•

Wheat Seminar Part 2 by the Kentucky Small Grain Growers
Association will be Wednesday at 8 a.m. at the Furches Farms,
Highway 94 West. Topics to be covered include Fall Insect Problems, Fall Weed Control, and Stand Counts: Donuts, coffee and
soft drinks will be served. For information call 1-800-326-0906.

After WI you've done for your family, it s about time
you did something for yourself Stan with the
worlds finest sewing machine. the Pfaff creativ(
7570 Take it for a spin and create a whnic
new list of accomplishments
Call 1-800-99-PFAFF (1-800-997-3233) for your
local Pfaff dealer and experience the remarkable
features of the creative 7570 for yourself

PFAFF
townr

'hen pr

rOgili 1'

No Payment'No Interest 01 the year 2000 WAC

"%Or 5.44.IWA fleet ay.& Sort,r.e. th. Writ"

502-898-7501 - 14100-599-USIEW(8739)
Benton Road, Paducah, KY • Hwy.68 Near 1-24 Exit 16
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ELECT

DEMOCRAT FOR
CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE-EXECUTIVE
On behalf of my family, I would like to thank everyone for their kindness and encouragement in my campaign for Calloway County
Judge-Executive.
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Courtnee, Michelle, Tracey, Jessica, Larry, Dan, Janie and Bruce.

I have attempted to personally contact as many voters as possible. For those I have
missed, I take this opportunity to request that you consider me on November 3rd.
AS CHIEF OF MURRAY POLICE DEPARTMENT LARRY ELKINS:

AS YOUR JUDGE EXECUTIVE LARRY WILL:

• Effectively managed personnel creating a positive work place
environment resulting in low turnover, good morale, and
reduced training cost.

* Use the same service orientated approach and conservative
financial management that was successful during his tenure as
Chief of Police.
• Work to maintain and improve county roads. He will propose to
the Fiscal Court that a long-range road plan be developed that
treats all sections of the county equally and is based on need
rather than politics.
* Work with the Sheriff and the Fire Department to secure grants
and otherwise provide the resources necessary to maintain a
safe community.
* Take an active role in economic development, working closely
with the Chamber of Commerce and others in the areas of
industrial recruitment and the promotion of small business, farming and tourism.
* Support the park and other youth programs.
* Appoint a board to study long-range solutions for solid waste
disposal and the expansion of the water districts.

• Managed budgets in excess of a million dollars, each year
returning a surplus to the city.
:sday
strict

m to
free

• Earned a reputation in the community for fairness by performing his duties without regard to race, social or economic standing.
• Secured grants and donations to implement community support programs such as CrimeStoppers, DARE. and departmental chaplain.
• Staffed a drug enforcement unit whose mission was to get dangerous drugs out of the community by arresting drug dealers
and seizing illegally gained assets.
q‘.

On Tuesday, November 3rd Please Exercise Your Right To Vote.
YOUR VOTE CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE!
Paid for by the candidate, Lorene Falwell, Treasurer
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President addresses black voters in election-eve appeal
Clinton was accompanied by renounce it," Clinton said. •' They
torical a‘c.rage,- the president said by the Democratic Congressional Ica Lewinsky affair, will stay home.
-leading
Sunday on the American Urban Campaign Committee.
has
Maryland Democrats, can easily show they're all wrong
"They see what the president
Radio Network.
While the president tried to put done and they don't like politics including Gov. Parris Glendening, factually."
He said he believes black voter a positive face on the Democrat
Republican National Chairman
to begin with and I think they Sens. Paul Sarbanes and Barbara
participation could be the decid- prospects, Republicans predicted 'art discouraged, and so I think in 'Mikulski, Reps. Ben Cardin and Jim Nicholson shot back at Clining factor in several races. "I think that voter turnout would be low. the ,close races we are going to Elijah Cummings, Lt. Gov. Kath- ton for using "low and divisive
leen Kennedy Townsend and Bal- rhetoric" that falsely accused the
in many districts it will be. and
"We know this is going to be win," he said.
perhaps in some of these close a low turnout election," Sen. Mitch
GOP of encouraging voter intimIn his Sunday interview, Clin- timore Mayor Kurt Schmoke.
Trying
to
boost
turnout
Senate seats." he said.
among
idation.
Americans
McConnell, R-Ky., who heads the ton said he believes
Today. Clinton was talking on Senate Republican campaign effort, understand he was trying "my blacks, a loyal Democratic conIn a statement, Nicholson called
the "Tom .Joyner Morning Show," said Sunday on CBS' "Face the dead-level best" to repair the dam- stituency, Clinton cited reports of on. Clinton to order the Democraa syndicated radio program, and Nation.""The question is, who turns age he did to his family and to voter intimidation in Maryland and tic Party in Missouri to disconother states and said black Amer- tinue and apologize for radio comon Black Entertainment Television. out."
the public with the affair.
He also planned to take part in a
Rep. John Kasich, R-Ohio, told
"All the pain and the humilia- icans in particular have a respon- mercials "that suggest that a vote
30-minute radio broalicast with NBC's"Meet the Press" that Demo- tion and the anger and every other sibility to belie expectations of for Republicans would lead to
several prominent blacks staged -cratic voters, angered by the Mon- thing, for, me, is behind me now," low turnout in their communities. church bombings and cross burnClinton said. "What I think about _ "On Tuesday, ,you control the ings." He also complained of ads
..is how I can take care of my arithmetic. Your vote counts just airing in Texas and Maryland he
family, how. I can take care of as much as mine, just as much said -accused the GOP of being
as Speaker (Newt) Gingrich's," anti-black.
my country."
Clinton
said as some congregation
At the church, Clinton applaudThe president spent Sunday at
the New Psalmist Baptist Church members hooted at the mention ed and nodded throughout a fiery
in Baltimore, telling about 3,000 of the House Republican leader sermon in which the Rev. Walter
Thomas, without mentioning the
worshippers that voting is "part from Georgia.
In the radio interview. Clinton
Lewinsky affair, said that "God
of your walk to dignity," a simple action that contributes to every said the alleged intimidation was looks at a flawed, insecure, brogovernment decision that benefits reported in Maryland, Michigan, ken -brother" and encourages him
Kentucky; Georgia,and North CarAmericans.
to do good works despite those
olina. He said it involved plans
flaws.
for extra police officers to watch
The president said later he was
some heavily black precincts
honored to be at the service, "to
SPACE FACTOID:
voters come and go.
be reminded of truths I needed to
"We asked the Republicans to
hear, too."
Astronauts sometimes have
0

trouble sleeping in space
because their body clocks
may be disturbed Garfield
might have trouble taking
his catnaps

Murray City Council'
Keep Murray Spfe
As your city councilman, I promise to work hard o
cenis. I believe we need a well-trained, well-equipped,aud
estly paid police force and fire department and I will
improve our protective agencies.

0 Parrs

HEY, I COULD
SLEEP THROUGH A
METEOR SHOWER.

Keep Murray Cleat
Murray is not just the place were I live; it is
and of which I am proud. I want to raise My
with the same "down home" values we have.been
the past. As a christian family man I promise
nail, for the issues that will restore the morals
was founded upon.

Brought to you by NASA Space LISP

Sciences Division and
Paws Inc

Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.

As we move into the 21st Century,'
solutions, fresh ideas and youthfttl
protecting our values while prepari

h

i
llral
HANCE
r partner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842
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WASHINGTON t AP) — After
courting voters from the pulpit,
President Clinton turned to the
nation's airwaves today in hopes
of rallying 'enough core Democrats to spell victory for his party
on Election Day.
Clinton scheduled a series of
broadcast interviews targeting black
audiences, urging them to vote on
Tuesday and predicting they would
help Democrats reverse a trend of ,
losing midterm elections.
'I-Almost everyone can see -e% en the Republicans do — that
we're going to outperform the his-

A fa
let t

Melee during anti-whaling
demonstration shakes both sides
NEAH BAY, Wash.(AP) — In
a simmering dispute that ended
with a scuffle and arrests, angry
Makah Indians pelted protesters
with rocks as the two sides bickered over a tribal plan to hunt
gray Whales.
Four protesters were arrested
by tribal police following, a confrontation that began when they
stepped onto Makah land Sunday.
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society official Lisa Distefano, group
photographer Jan Cook of Seattle,
and members Matahil Lawson of
British Columbia and Ken Nichols
of Hawaii were arrested on trespassing charges.
They were turned over to the
Clallam County Sheriff's Department and released after making
statements. Undersheriff Joe Martin said his office is not considering charges. Federal charges are
still possible.
"It's a sad thing that's happened,"
said Ben Johnson, chairman of the
Makah Tribal Council. "Sea Shep-.
herd has been pushing buttons —
people react. People can only take
so much."
The Makah hope to kill a gray
whale this fall, reviving a centuries-old whaling tradition. The
tribe stopped whaling in the 1920s,
after commercial whaling decimated
the gray-whale population.
The Makah have received international sanction and federal support for a plan to take 20 whales

through 2002, a maximum of five
per year.
Sea Shepherd contends the hunt
is illegal and will 'lead to wholesale commercial whaling on a global scale. The environmentalists have
been anchored offshore here for
more than a month.
At midday Sunday, the protesters moved in closer to shore
and yelled save-the-whale slogans
to tribal members, who yelled at
them to leave.
A tribal ordinance bars the pro-testers and their vessels from the
marifia.
- Young Makah -pelted-the- 95foot protest vesSel Sirenian with
rocks and chunks of concrete, shattering a window in the wheelhouse. A dockside clash that began
when Distefano stepped ashore
ended with the arrests and tribal
seizure of a motorized inflatable
boat.
"Things escalated to a level that
should not have happened," Johnson said;"We're just- lucky that 'nobody got hurt."
Nichols' forehead was scraped
and bleeding after he was forced
to the ground by a tribal police
officer. Commenting later, he said:
"I'm sorry there's so much hostility between us."
Tribal police Chief Leonard
Ahdunko blamed the protesters for
the violence, which became more
than he and his six officers could
handle.
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Why choose Twin Lakes Office Products for your GTE Wireless cellular service?
For starters, we're located right here in Murray and have been for over 25
years. Our rates are simple and affordable and we offer a large local calling
area. Plus, our phones and accessories are priced right. You'll always come
but a winner with cellular service from Twin Lakes Office Products.
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Objective
Respectful

a

g

-

Win Latz:
/14
316 Main Street

(502)753-0123

Obliging
4(
AUTHORIZED
WIRELESS AGENT

Neighborly
4(

Open Monday-Friday8a.m.-3 p.m.
Ethical

24-Hour Customer Care

0e,

4(

Limited time otfer and requires a one-year agreement on select rate plans. Access, roaming, toll, taxes, landline interconnect. universal service fee, and directory assistance, and equipment. if any, are additional. Subject to activation fee, credit approval, and
deposit may be required. Subject to an early contract termination fee. Offer,good until 11/12/98.
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Beef Cattle Production Meeting set for Weaks Center
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A farmer in southwest Calloway County signals to
let the beans start flying during soybean harvest.

IA Beef Cattle Production Mee(
ing will be held Nov. 9 at 6:30
p.m. at the George Weaks Community Center.
The meeting will feature Dr.
Roy Burns. U.K. Beef Extension
Specialist, speaking about the type
of cattle producers should be pro
ducing in order to optimize eco
nomical returns from cattle operations.
Cate type to optimize economic returns may deal with several differem breeds of cattle. For
instance, several breeds maintain
high qualities for-a certain component of'desirability, but if producers don't mate breeds effectively to reach desired effects of
offspring, then less than desirable
quality may be achieved.
It has been well known for several years that type of cattle has
been very important from buyers'

GERALD CLAY WELL
Extension Agent
Good hulls mated
perspective. to receive high calf
ith good
cows of the proper type should
prices for producers.
Important as it seems, many consistently produce_ _highly desirproducers overlook some of the able feeder cattle.
We are fortunate in the cattle
components that may make a difference in return cost from calf business today to have Expected
Progeny Differences placed upon
prices.
Genetic type components of cattle to help in selection of breedframe siz,e. and. muscling are very ing stock by showing what attribimportant ssues for producers to utes a particulai animal may posthink about.
sess. These scores are related and
These two subjects have direct compared within breeds.
relationships to the herd which is
For example, Angus cattle are
a particular producers responsibil- •
not compared with Hereford catity.
tle as far as EPO's are concerned.

In this manner, producers are able
to match animals to proper matings of a class df cattle to deter.
mine the most effective way to
produce more pounds of beef.
Saeral Other factors can affect
salability and enhance higher prices
of cattle at • the -market; however.
if producers do not go to market
with a higher quality or _better
type of calf, expectations cannoi
be to optimize the market price
for those particular cattle.
A promising opportunity seems
to be available to producers to
pick up some ideas on how to
enhance the type of cattle being
sold and realize a better market
value for calves.
- Please give us a call at (502)
753-1452 or 759-4243 by Nov. 6
to let us know how many from
your party will attend. We must
make 'meal arrancements

Lady beetles looking for winter homes during warm weather
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On a relatively warm, sunny
afternoon this fall, don't be surprised to sec large swarms of lady
beetles lotiking for a sheltered
place to spend the winter. Unfortunately, they often enter homes
or buildings
.
.
"This. situation isn't limited to
Kentucky,- Lady beetles are looking for overwintering sites throughout the eastern United States this
time of year." said Lee Townsend,
entomologist with the University
Of Kentucky College of Agriculture. "As temperatures begin to
warm up' next spring, swarms of
lady beetles will appear again as
they leave oyerwintering sites."
Lady beetles enter homes or
buildings through any kind of opening — cracks, crevices, spaces
around doors and windows, or
where utilities enter the structure.
-The beetles can be various shades
of yellow, orange and red. Some
have up to 19 spots on their backs;
others have no spots.

"They- are a nuisance 1,ecause
they emit an unpleasant Odor as
a protective measure." he said.
"When squashed, they produce a
yellow stain that is fairly difficult
to remove."
Townsend advised homeowners
to exercise caution -in any indoor
pest control- attempt, especially if
they 'use aerosol bug bombs (total
release loggers) to control infestations of lady beetles or other
insects in homes and other buildaerosol propellants used
loggers typically are -flammable," he said. "It's possible to
cause a fire or explosion by using
an excessive number of loggers
and placing them so large amounts
of propellant have contact with an
ignition source such as a flame,
pilot light, or a spark from an
electrical appliance that cycles on
and off, like a refrigerator or air
conditioner. The Environmental
Protection Agency recommends that

M

the active logger be placed at least
"Forgers have limited effecConsider applying an exterior
six feet or further from all igni- tiveness because the insecticide only (barrier) ... insecticide treatment.
tion sources.
kills exposed pests that are hit Homeowners will get the most for
To reduce the likelihood of an directly with logger particles," he their efforts by applying longer-accident, Townsend advised peo- said. -"Particles of insecticide are lasting liquid formulations
availple to use no more loggers than not distributed into protected areas able from hardware
and home and
necessary.
such as under furniture, in wall garden shops.
"Generally, one six-ounce or spaces, and beneath insulation in
Apply the barrier insecticide with
eight-ounce logger is sufficient for the attic. In addition, some peoan average-size home;smaller-sized ple have the mistaken impression a pump up sprayer, hose end
loggers are available for apart- that the logger fumigation will kill
ments and other smaller units." he most if not all pests in the home
said. "Don't use loggers in small, or building. If used, this device
The 18th Sign-Up for the Conenclosed places, such as closets, should be part of a comprehencabinets, or under counters or tables. sive plan_to thwart persistent pests." servation Reserve Program is continuing at the local Farm Service
Using no more than one ounce of
Consumers_ have sacral alterproduct per 1,0(X) cubic feet of natives to loggers. to control lady Agency Office. The sign-up began Oct. 26 and
living area will reduce the chance beetles, according to Townsend and
will continue through Dec. 11.
of fire significantly yet still he effec- Mike Potter, urban entomologist
.
This is another opportunity for
tive.'
One option is to seal openings
landowners
to sign up'for a vol(To calculate the volume of a
cracks, crevices and the like untary program to get financial
liming Area, multiply, the. height. to prevent outdoor pests from
enter- and -technical assist:knee for improvwidth and length of each and add ing the home or building.
ing their land, water and wildlife
the room volumes together. For
example. an eight-foot by 10-loot
by 10 foot has, a volume of f100
cubic feet.)

sprayer. or similar device treating
at the base of all exterior doors.
garage and craw)'space entrances.
around foundation vents and utility openings, and up underneath
siding. It might be useful to treat
the outside perimeter of the foundation in a two-. to six-foot-wide
band along the ground, and several feet up the foundation wall.

Sign-up for program continues
resources. The effective date for
the 10-year contraets to begin will.
be Oct. I, 1999 and they will
continue through Sept. 30. 2008.
Maximum CRP payments will
be determined based on county
average dryland cash or cash rent
equivalent rental rates adjusted for
site-specific soil-based productivity factors
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I am supporting
Melvin Henleyfor

CALLOWAY COUNTY
JUDGE/EXECUTIVE,
on November 3rd
because of his experience
and qualifications.
Among the many are:
• Mayor, City of Murray
• Vice-Chair, Murray State University Board of Regents
• Chair, Murray-Calloway County Hospital Bird
• President, Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce
• Chair, Purchase Area Solid Waste ComMittee
• Chair, Purchase Area Natural Resources Committee
• Chair, Purchase Area Water Quality Commission
• Board Member, Purchase Area Development District
• Chair, Westview Nursing Home Board
• Board of Trustees, Mid-Continent Bile College
• Governor's Appointment, KY Local Government Statutes Revision
Commission
• Governor's Appointment, KY Waste Treatment and Disposal Siting

Are you looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account than just free checks?
Well, we'll give you the free checks too, but
we'll also give you a lot more! In fact, this
photo was taken during one of our Prime 50
group trips...this time to Austria.
With the United Commonwealth Bank
Prime 50 Checking Account you can expect
premium interest rates with many other perks,
including product savings and free travelers
checks and notary services. You'll even receive
a newsletter tailored to your interests to inform
you of special trips, seminars and events.
We're always planning something...a pot luck,
birthday lunch, day trip or the annual gala. So
if you're looking for more from your Senior
Checking Account, check out United
Commonwealth Bank!
Our Senior Program is bigger and better than
ever before...and it's here to stay!

It is obvious that MELVIN HENLEY is known throughout Kentucky, particularly West Kentucky, and has been chosen by individuals from other
communities to lead both boards and commissions. Should we in Calloway
County settlefor less?
A Fedarai Savings Bank
kdr.br, Ftik: • 1,41.01 tiourn*,
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King remains adament in request for death
•

-

LONDON, Ky. (AP) — Ervin
Ray King- is resolute — he should
die for the 'crTmes he has Committed.
King. 29, pleaded guilty last
week in the killings of two of his
Sand Gap neiebors. He then asked
for the death penalty, possibly
becoming the first person in Kentucky to make such a request.
"I told them'I was guilty and
that the commonwealth was seeking death. and I thought death was
the proper punishment for it," King
told the Lexington Herald-Leader
in an interview Friday at the Laurel County Detention Center.

-

Ui
King said he wouldn't talk
why he pleaded guilty to all 15
Murray police officer Mark Balentine (standing, rear) spoke counts in his indictment, why he
Wednesday to preschoolers at Murray-Calloway County Hos- decided not to proceed with a jury
pital's Child Care Center. He talked about various Halloween trial or why he would not allow
safety tips and what a policeman's role is in the commu-. his lawyers to plea bargain for
him.
nay. Each child received a deputy officer sticker.
His reason: He's afraid something he might say would prevent
him "from getting the death penal„ty.
•
"I feel relieved.” he said of the
plea.

Wedding? Engagement? Virth?
Share it with us!
Call 753-1916.

"This is something l'se wanted for, a long time."
Paul Drew.fr37, was found dead
in his home on Feb. II, shot four
times in the head. His home had
been ransacked and burglarized.
Within 24 hours, the body of
Donnie Walters, 56, was found at
his home on U.S. 421, soUth of
Sand Gap. He had been shot in
the neck, head and chest. His home
also had been robbed and ransacked.
Kentucky State Police had a
list of suspects in the killings —
and King said he knew tic was at
the top of it, th,ough he wasn't
.
sure why.
Jackson Circuit Judge Clepis
Maricle has ordered a competency examination for King before a
sentencing hearing is scheduled.
If King's plea is accepted, the
case automatically will be appealed
to the Kentucky Supreme Court
because it involves the death penalty. Still, grounds for overturning
King's sentence would be scant
because of the guilty plea.
King said he can remember
encountering violence and hatred
as a child, beginning with his fam-

ily's feud with a neighboring fam- "Satan," a spider web, a swastika
ily that had begun generations ago. and a pentagram. "It's basically eye for an eye
The Maupins lived just a quartermile away from King's home, with- — it's similar to the Old Testain "shootingThStance" as he put ment in the Bible," King said,
speaking of Satanism.
it.
Three other people were charged
Violence was routine within his
in connection with Drew's death
family. King said.
"My blothers, my dad, I don't — Christopher Lee Rose, 19, of
know how many times he shot at Sand Gap, King's brother Eric King.
me. In that type of atmosphere, 17, and a 14-year-old juvenile.
Rose and Eric King are set for
you know, I was brought up like
Dec. 7. Neither faces charges
trial
there
wouldthat from—a kid, so
n't have been no help. I don't think," in Walters' death.
King said the teens‘ are innoKing said.
cent
and he plans to lestity . t..1
He dropped out of high 'school
at age 47, got married and had them.
"The kids, and tney mijuitiadsir
tit-a-children. Five years later. he
right now pry could,tive a prornwas divorced.
•
In 1993 and 1994, King was isini future.• but the kids are not
sentenced to a total of eight years guilty of nothing,'" King said.
"They're not. You take them
for shooting various members of
two boys and put them in tile
the Maupin family and for break- penitentiary system, and there a
ing out of jail.
pack of cigarettes is worth more
King was paroled in 1995 and than somebody's life.
moved in with his second wife in
"You let them stay 10 or 12
Harlan County.
years in there, you put them back
King said his second wife taught on the street, you've got what you
him about Satanism and helped asked for. You've made them into
him choose his tattoos — the word villains."

Police find body of dismembered woman; boyfriend arrested
SOUTH RIVER, N.J. (AP) —
Police began finding signs of the
gruesome crime in the kitchen.

There, in a pot inside the oven,
was the head of Eunice Gillens
Joseph.

-ItGary Murdock
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dismember the body also were
found, along with a mop used to
wipe up the blobd, six shotguns'
and pellet guns.
Jenewicz and Ms. Joseph had
been dating for eight months, and
had lived together since June.
Authorities said the attack came earher in the week after the couple
had a fight.
Neighbors described Jenewicz
as an alcoholic who had been in
trouble with police before and
exhibited abusive behavior.
Ms. Joseph, who was estranged
from her husband, had wanted to
leave Jenewicz but was reluctant
to do so because she was unemployed and he supported her drug
habit, family members said.
_

Officers found her armless body
wrapped in plastic bags and stuffed
in a garbage can in the basement.
A police dog located her arms in
a nearby park.
Her boyfriend, George Jenewicz,
45,.was arrested Friday night after
two people- who recently visited
'his home called police. He is
accused of fatally' shooting, then
beheading and dismerribering the
42-yar-old woman.
"He was cool as a cucumber"
when officers arrived, Capt. Wesley Bombe said. "It—let us in
like nothing was wrong."
Charges were pending.
A hacksaw, hatchet and a piece
of plywood cutting board investigators believe Jenewicz used to
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CARPET & FLOOR COVERIN6K

WAREHOUSE TIRE

Carpet • Vinyl • Tile • Hardwood
• 30 Yrs. Installation Experience

400 Industrial Rd.* 753-1111

&

ELECT

MELVIN HENLEY
Judge Executive
Calloway County
Platform Plank #3
To prepare for the future of Calloway County by:
•Working closely with the Calloway County Solid Waste Advisory
Board to help study long-range solutions for solid waste problems
and the clean up of illegal dumps.
"Politicians aren't the only people who can help solve tdclay's problems.
All our citizens should be involved." - Melvin Henley

•Securing all available grants from Frankfort and Washington for
the_Stigriff's Department, roads, waste management,-fire protection,
and water and sewer lines extensions.
•Using my experience as City.councilman, Mayor, Chamber of
Commerce President, Economic Development Board member and
Purchase Area Development Board member to build and maintain
relationships between clty and county governments to improve the
quality of life and long-range economic prospects for all Calloway
Countians.
"Working together we can improve 911 response, enlarge the Parks
programs, improve safety and security for all residents-, and build a
community thai will attract higher-paying jobs. It's not a dream; it's a
plan of action."

ON NOVEMBER 3
VOTE FOR

HENLEY
County Judge-Executive
for Calloway County
Your Experienced Candidate

*

Hwy. 641 - 1-1/2 miles Southof Murray to Tom Taylor Rd Right 1500 Yards

*
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Homefqnctio1iday8
November 5 thru 9
Celebrate Retirement Day - Friday, Nov.6
Gold Key Dealer Opening at "5 til 6"
Come enjoy breakfast and see what retired in villages, accessories and winter silhouettes

* The House That Love Built.— Only 5,600 pieces produced. All
proceeds to go to Ronald McDonald House. Silent Auction and
tickets available.
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* Kensington Palace Special Event piece available while supplies
last so reserve yours now!
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* Ask about our new Collectible & Gift Members Club and earn
points toward reward certificates with all purchases. The more
you spend the ore you earn!
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Also mark your calendarfor Snowbabies Retirement Dec. 4
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* Gift Sets in Snow Village Dickens and Christmas in the City
that will retire this year.
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CARD & GIFT SHOP
•

408 East 12th Street • Benton, KY 42025 •(502)527-1848 •(800)974-1848
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Marriage of pregnant girl sparks outrage
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AMY WILSON/Ledger & Times photo

Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander spoke before a group of well-wishers
and dignitaries at the dedication of the new Equine Instructional Facility on College Farm
Road Saturday.
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New niceness policy for
supermarket under fire

ad

PLEASANTON, Calif. (AP) —
Being required to smile at every
stranger who walks into a grocery
store is no laughing matter for
four Safeway employees.
In recent complaints with the
Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission,the workers accuse the
Pleasanton-based supermarket chain
of inviting customers to sexually
harass clerks by requiring them to
smile, greet and make eye con-

) Were

used to
hotguns

ph had
ths, and
me earcouple

tact with customers.
The workers, employed in Piusburg, Walnut Creek, Martinez and
Lafayette, do not want a big financial settlement, said their attorney,
Matthew Ross.
Instead, they want a written statement from the chain saying that
"If somebody's coining on to you,
you don't have to smile at them
or-put on a happy face like a

robot," Ross said.
Safeway investigated complaints
from a dozen employees in August
and found no evidence the policy
led to harassment, company spokeswoman Debra Lambert said.
She said 20 : branches of the
United Food and Commercial Workers union in California, Nevada,
Hawaii and Arizona signed an
agreement supporting the guidelines
in •September.

ANNAPOLIS, Md. (AP) —
When Tina Akers discovered she
was pregnant. she went to boyfriend
Wayne Compton with the news.
They talked it over_ and decided -to get married. They were in
love, they said, and Wayne wanted to -do right by his girlfriend
and baby-to-be.
Wayne, an unemployed roofer.
and Tina, who recently dropped
out of the seventh grade. married
Aug. 24 in a modest Annapolis
courthouse chapel before a small
pulpit adorned with artificial ivy
and white ribbon.
The union is being called criminal by some people. The reason:
,Wayne is 29. Tina -is 13. In midSeptember, Tina gave birth to a
boy.
Prosecutors-are looking into the
possibility of charging Wayne with
sexual assault and Tina's parents
with child abuse. Arid lawmakers.
court officials and child advocates
have vowed to change a pair of
Maryland laws that allowed the
marriage to take place.
"It's been a seal wake-up call
to states all over," said Gloria
Goldfaden of the Maryland chapter of the National Committee to
Prevent Child Abuse. "We're saying, 'Look at your own legislation to sec if you .do have a conflict, because you can learn frywn
our mistakes in Maryland."
State law defines statutory, or
second-degree, rape as sex with a
child younger than age 14 hy
someone four or more years older.
It is punishable by 20 years in
prison.
But another law allows chilcli-en under 16 — with no mini-

mum age — te marry with parental
permission and proof of pregnancy.
Seeing Tina's age on the marriage-license application. court officials consulted -with a judge and
county and state prosecutors. They
were told that because Tina was
pregnant and-her father had given
permission, the marriage would he
legal.
"I swear to an oath that says'
I will carry out the law. If I don't.
I can be held in contempt. handcuffed and tagen away." said Robert
Duckworth, a clerk at the Anne
Arundel County Circuit Court
where the couple wed.
Duckworth started researching
state statutes after Me Compton
wedding and found that pregnant
girls as young as 11 have been
married in other parts of the state.
"In 1883, there was a marriage•
requirement that you had to be
18. The law has gone backward
and it encourages very:young girls
to get pregnant to get out of had
home situations," he said.
Once news of their marriage
became public, the couple defended their relationship and expressed
devotion to each other.
They also have signed an contract with the syndicated TV show
"Extra," which forbids them from
talking to reporters. The Comptons earlier told The Washington
Post that they met last fall, when
Wayne became bowling buddies
with Tina's brother and started vis-

iting the family's Annapolis home.
They soon began dating: she said
her parents didn't kni•-w.
In January, Tina — who earlier had told Wayne she wanted to
have a baby =="- discovered she
was pregnantTina's father, -Aukrey "Steve"
Akers, has said he was upset by
Tina's pregnancy but is glad that
Wayne is standing by his daughter. He and Tina's mother, who
divorced this year, supported the
marriage.
The Comptons• moved in late
September with their newborn son,
Austin, from Annapolis to live
with .Tina's-mother
Va. •
Maryland ,Senate President
Thomas V. Mike Miller — who
has called Wayne Compton a predator — and other lawmakers are
urging prosecutors to charge Compton with a criminal sex offense.
Miller has gone as far as saying
that hospital records or DNA tests
on the baby could he used to
prov.: a crime _was committed.
Miller also vowed to push for
legislation next year to raise the
minimum age for marriage. Duckworth has submitted a proposal
that would prohibit anyone younger
than 14 from marrying and require
a 30-day waiting period tor marriages _involving anyone age 14 to
16. During that time, the state's
attorney's office would investigate
whether any statutory rape laws
were broken.
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Woman says PI for her
HOLLAND TIRE CO. 0
East Main •753-5606
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daughter violated privacy •
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WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. ly motivated person - to someone
— The telephone roused who has a very difficult time other
Patricia Austin from sleep at 6:30 than focusing on the most • me-Que-.4nenting—Tte-strangerLs._ voice diate _daily task.,"_Says_her
on the, line asked if the daje April William Graesfile. "It just pushed
22, 1963, rang a bell.
her over the edge."
Before Ms. Austin could form • Ms. Austin now lives in Scara groggy answer, the caller con- borough, Maine. and declined to
tinued: The daughter you gave up be interviewed.
for adoption has been looking for
Ms. Snyder calls the lawsuit a
you, and now you're found.
pack of lies. She provided a copy
That call four .years ago might of a marriage license that shows
have led to a mother-and-daugh- Ms. Austin was married in Septer reunion. But in this case, that tember 1962- — seven months
seems unlikely.
before her daughter was born. Ms.
Ms. Austin has filed a lawsuit Austin stated in her lawsuit she
in Palm Beach County Circuit Court chose adoption because unwed
against the private investigator hired pregnant women were "subject to
by her daughter, alleging invasion scorn."
of privacy and intentional inflicMs. Austin's attorney refuses to
tion of emotional distress.
For three decades, she had kept comment on whether his client
the secret of the child she gave married Lisa's birth father or
up when she was an unwed stu- whether they had other children
"She's either a very sick woman
dent, she says. Yet the person on
a very vicious woman," Ms
or
life
her
of
details
the phone knew
she believed were sealed in a court Snyder says.
file.
While the case focuses on Ms.
The guilt was immediate and
use of alleged illegally
Snyder's
_overwhelming, Ms, Austin says.
it also raisinformation,
obtained
If Florida's court' records had
in the debate
question
broader
a
es
daughAustin's
been open to Ms.
adoptions: What is more
ter, this lawsuit would have no basis. over open
— a right to privacy or
important
But only Alaska and Kansas have
ancestry?
to
right
a
votopen adoption records; Oregon
Freundlich. executive
Madelyn
ers will decide whether to open
the Evan B. Donaldof
director
theirs on Tuesday.
Adoption Institute in New
Ms. Austin's lawsuit, filed Oct. son
says she knows of no other
York,
20, claims Virginia Snyder,. a 77which a birth mother's
in
case
year-old investigator from Delray
escalated into litigation.
discovery
Beach, located her by using informothers welcome the
birth
"Most
mation she knew or should have
are able to handle the
and
contact
known
..- was illegally obaned from issues that arise through contact,
.the court file. It alsizi alleges Ms.
and are not emotionally devastatSnyder "coerced and psychologied," says Ms. Freundlich. whose
cally terrorized" Ms. Austin, a psyinstitute studies issues related to
chologist, into talking to her daughadoption.
ter by telephone.
The lawsuit Seeks an unspecified amount of damages for Ms.
Austin, who claims she has not
been able to work and has suffered emotional and physical damage since being contacted.
"She went from being a high-
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Encourages Everyone
To Vote This Tuesday,
November 3.
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Your Vote Can Make
A Difference.

Guess
What?
Christmas
Is
Coming!

Please Exercise Your Right To Vote.

Re-Elect
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HEIGHTS
FINANCE CORP.
Brent Williams. Manager • Gayle Toon. CSR
1304A Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071
Located in Dixieland Center
(502) 759-0310 Phone
(502) 759-8731 Fax
Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

_
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$30 VALUE

Your FREE
I Full Spinal Examination!
Get

BILLS
DEBT

CASH!
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000- $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/mo
NO EQUITY REQUIRED
Nomec wners Only.

NxrIoN‘vivi:
1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
www.naflonwidolanding.am

(NO OBLIGATION - NOTHING TO PAY)

YOU MAY HAVE ONE OF THESE
16 DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES!
1
2
3
4

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthntis

5 Dizziness
6 Sore Elbows
7 Neck Pain
8 lndigesbon

9
10
11
12

Numb Hands
Bursitis
Pain Down Legs
Muscle Spasms

13
14
151
16

hdz- Keitic4
Nom CourtJustici

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

FIND OUT NOW

whether careful, professional dliropractc care can •OleVe your aches
and pare This examination rem* coal $33 00 or more It .4 include a chiropractic
ortiodedic let a chiroprectic neurciogicel lest a blood pressure test. a spinal alignment check.
ai examiretion for restncted or OICIDS1 rnOtIOn in the spne. a fm,iscie soangthness test, and a
privets coreuitabon iinth the doctor to discuss the resutts
DISCLAIMER OUR OFFCE POLICY PROTECTS YOU 'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
RESPONSABLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVICES EMMINAT ION OR TREATMENT WHCH IS
PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT
FOP THE FREE SERVCE EXAMNATCal OA TREATMENT

FREE LIMITED, TIME OFFER Call tor your appointment TODAY!

CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
HESKETT
Hwy. 121 N. Bypass Murray, KY
1703

•

42071

Dr. Dennis L. Hoskett, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE I
It you want more care
and treatment
we do all the paperwor*

759-1116
CALL NOW BRING THIS I
COUPON WITH YOU

• University of Kentucky Law School
• Veteran, United States Army
• Endorsed by Law Enforcement &
Kentucky Prosecutors
•The People's Choice Five Elections
In A Row
Campaign
Paid Fc<07 Justice J. W "Bar Graves Re-Election

FREE
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Slave's descendants feel vindicated
CHARLOTTESVILLE,Va.(AP)
- The descendants of one of
Thomas Jefferson's slaves inherited an oral history that placed him
at the top of their family tree.
Now that scientists have confirmed
genetic links to the nation's third
president, the descendants Nay the
debate is over.
A study to he published Thursday in the journal Nature suggests
that Jefferson fathered at least one
child of.,...Sally Hemings, a slave
some 28 years his. juniot who
worked on his Virginia estate.
"It shows more of us arc related than many of us believe," said
Shay Banks-Young, a Columbus.
Ohio. descendant of Hemings. "Just
accept it — Jefferson fathered
black cffildren."
Dr. Eugene. Foster, a retired
professor of pathology who organized the research, performed DNA.
tests on blood samples collected
from Hemings' descendants and
those of Jefferson.
Foster found that the Y chromosome of a descendant of Hem-

ings' youngest son. Eston, made
"As far as Fm concerned, we
a perfect match to Jefferson's. have extreme faith in the ... oral
However, the analysis did not find tradition," he said. "Thomas Wooda similar match between Jefferson son told his children that he was
and Hemings' first son, Thomas the son of Thomas Jefferson and
Woodson.
Sally Hemings."
The Y chromosome passes mostJefferson, who became presily unchakted--from father to son, dent in 1801 was accused a year
making. it easier to track through later of being the father of sevgenerations than DNA from other eral children born by Hemings, a
chromosomes.
slave at his MontiCello estate. ScholFoster said the study isn't con- ars have been divided about the
clusive, but it's close.
yalidity of the claim.
"I can't say it seals it," he said
Before the genetic study, the
the case for Jefferson's paternity. case for Jefferson's paternity rest"But it is very, very, very likely." ed on evidence of physical resemJulie Westerinen, a descendant blances between Jefferson and sevof Eston, said she never doubted eral of Hemings' children, and the
her heritage.
"You can talk about it as much statement of one son, Madison.
as you want, but scientific valiar- that his mother named Jefferson
ity proves it," she said in a tele: :is the father of all her children.
phone interview from her home She had at least five.
Daniel Jordan, president of the
in New York City. "It is really
Thomas Jefferson Memorial Comgreat news.'
Woodson descendent John Q.T. mittee, said the new findings will
King of Austin, Texas, said he be evaluated by historians at Mon•
Was disappointed but remained con- ticello.
"We will follow the truth where
vinced that Jefferson was Woodit leads,", he said Sunday.
son-'s father.

Bankruptcy filings on rise in Kentucky

• Available anytime, day or night
• Millions for programs for children,
families, and senior citizens

• Funding for Regional Special
Events Center
• Funding for Martha Layne Collins
Industry and Technology Building
• Millions for road and bridge
improvements

PADUCAH. Ky.(AP) — Bank- est on credit cards. Most of them but if you have a crack in it, look
pay the minimum, he said, which out."
ruptcy filings have risen sharply-7—
in Kentucky this decade, a trend may take 10 years to erase the
Frank' NiGhols, cha• irman of the
that some experts blame on easy debt.
Bank of Benton and a new board
Stout advocates bankruptcy only member of the Eighth District's
access to credit.
Kentucky bankruptcies rose 74 as "a last resort." and refers many Louisville branch, said the. credit
percent from 1993 to 1997. or 18 people to the Consumer Credit' card situation reminds him of "the
percent higher than the national Counseling Service, which pro- fiasco" several years ago in which
average, according to the Eighth vides free personal budget and'-banks had to. pay about $23
Federal Reserve District in St. debt counseling. Consumer Credit lion to bail out saVings and loans.
Louis.
officials say about one-third of- "They just wholesaled all kinds
For the first nine months of their clients — by far the largest of free credit," he said. "It worked
, this year in Kentucky, 9,594 peti- category — are in financial trou- for awhile and then you see what
tions were filed in the Western ble because of excessive credit haPpened."
District of U.S. District Court. a card. use. Another 10 percent to
Banks generally are more selec6 percent increase over the 9.040 1-2 percent blame having no housetive in issuing credit cards, Nichols
filed during the same period last hold budget.
. "They don't have a clue about said, while some larger financial
year.
companies "take the telephone book
Marion 'attorney Alan Stout, a where their money is going," said
and send everybody a card." Dealbankruptcy debtor specialist, said Paul Burger, branch manager of
ing in bulk, they write off a given
the
Paducah
office
of
the
counan "explosion" in credit card debt
percentage of bad debts and still
is mainly to blame for the big seling service. "Then they look
. ve make huge *fits.
increase_ in -. personal .bankrup cy around one day and realize they'
• Although
deb
spent.
to7m
dc
h7
filings. He said,60 percent to
away
far
cause
the
and
leading
Mounting debt isn't tied to a
percent .of his bankruptcy clients
of bankruptcy, there are other facare in trouble because of credit particular income. level. A survey
tors.
The Eighth District found
by
the
Eighth
Federal
Reserve Discards.
that divorce, medical bills, gamtrict
covering
1992-1995
found
that
"The credit card industry itself..
bling and state laws on wage garhas to bear
'certain amount of the richest households were more
nishment and asset exemptions were
than
three
times
as
likely
to
have
that responsibility became of the
other reasons for the district's higha
credit
card
as
the
Poottst
homes.
credit that has been too freely
er-than-average bapkruptcy rates.
extended,-he said. "It's not uncom- But lower-income households
Congress considered overhauling
accounted
for
39
percent
of the
mon for me to see people, who
personal bankruptcy laws this year
9.6
percent
annual
growth
in
credearn $12,000 to $15,000 a year
but failed to pass legislation.
receiving preapproved lines of cred- it card debt.
House and Senate committees
The
broad
extension of credit
it in the mail for $5,000 to
approved bills to make it much
is
like
"a
crack
in
the
dam,"
BurgStout said those people .barely
harder for people with family
make a living .besides trying to er said. "You have all this beauincomes
of more than $50,000 —
tiful
blue water behind the dam,
pay an average 20 percent interabout 15 percent of bankruptcy
filers — to use bankruptcy to eliminate debt.

VOTE
JERRY
DUNCAN
I am a candidate for the Board of the
Murray Independent School System. I am a
graduate of Calloway County High School
and Murray State University and the owner
and manager of Murray Mold, a member of
the Murray Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce Board, and the Murray Planning
Commission. Experience in these areas gives
me the confidence to offer my services to the
school system.
I have two children in the Murray School
System and I afh-7-ebncerned for the future of
all of our children.
Please elect me on November 3rd to continue the progress for the Murray School
System.
Paid for by Jerry Duncan

• INFLUENCE, INFLUENCE,
INFLUENCE IN FRANKFORT AND
WASHINGTON
• LEADERSHIP • EXPERIENCE
• PROVEN RECORD
Paid for by Freed Curd Campaign Fund, Freed Curd, Treasurer
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You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

Candy tampering
found in Tulsa
TULSA, Okla. (AP) — A Tulsa
child received several pieces of Halloween candy with tablets embedded inside, sheriffs deputies said
Saturday.
The unidentified girl complained
to her parents that she found something strange. when she bit into a
piece of bubble gum she had collected while gathering .treats Saturday evening.
"Evidently, it had a small white
pill in the gum,- said sheriff's
Capt. Tim Albin.
A deputy confiscated four pieces
of gum, each with a tablet embedded inside, for laboratory testing
to identify the ingredients of the
pills.
The child did not revire mcdkal treatment, and authorities were
investigating the source of the tampered gum, Albin said.

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and persianal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected.
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
ge
Grange Business Insurance Because you've already
INSURANCE
got enough to worry about
Your pattner in protection

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355
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• Join Us In Supporting
SCOtty Itilaesier
for the U.S. Senate...
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Senator Wendell Forth "I
appreciate Kentucky's support
for me over my public career.
I am equally pleased to lend
my enthusiastic support to
Scotty. I trust Scotty. He has
the ability, the knowledge and
Kentucky values so necessary
to represent all ofKentucky in
the Senate. I look forward to
turning my office keys over to
Scotty."

"It is time to stand up and
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fight for the values we
share. We need to invest in
our children's education
Lt. Governor Steve Henry:
"Western Kentucky needs a
friend in Washington. When
Senator Ford or I pick up the
phone we ,can count on
Scotty's 1:4 When it comes
to our health care Scotty is on
the side'of patients, not
HMOs or insurance bureaucrats. I am proud to be on his
team.

Agriculture Commissioner
Billy Ray Smith:"This message is to the farmers and
agriculture communities of
this Commonwealth. Scotty
Baesler is one of us. He
understands the importance
of our livelihood, because
farming and tobacco have
been his entire life. I am
proud to be on Scotty's team."
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mbedesting
the

Charlie Owen:"I dm proud
to be on the Baesler team. He
is not beholden to the special
interests of Washington
because he has never forgotten his roots. I am proud to
lend my support to make sure
that Scotty is our next
Senator."

care system that puts
people over profits — and
we need to protect

Governor John Y. Brown:
"As a tobacco farmer, a former Mayor of Lexington, and
United States
a
now
Congressman, Scotty Baes r
is well prepared to carfy
Wendell Ford's torch for the
of
families
working
friend
our
Kentucky. He is
and I am prouçi. to support
him."

time that we unite and
fight for the working men
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Governor Paul Patton: Attorney General Ben
Chandler:"Scotty Baesler is
"Kentucky requires a Senator
sincere and capable person
a
of
all
who will represent
has consistently demonwho
the
all
citizens
Kentucky's
compassion and a
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the
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Scotty
lines of communication open - ward approach to issues
from Washington D.C. to affecting farmers, the elderly
and workers has earned him
Frankfort."
the respect and trust of all
Kentuckians."

Coach Joe B. Hall:
"Scotty's integrity and leadership was acknowledged early
when he was elected Captain
of the UK Basketball team by
his fellow players under
Coach Adolph Rupp. He has
been my effective Mayor and
Congressman. He is my
friend and I am proud to lend
my name in support."

and women of this
Commonwealth. Let us
County
Jefferson
Darryl
Commissioner
Owens: "I am endorsing
Scotty Baesler's candidacy
because he represents all
Kentuckians. Whether it be in
Paducah, Harlan or in my
home of Louisville, Scotty is
willing to listen to our needs
and will get the job done."

Governor Martha Layne
Collins: "Scotty is a leader
on the issues that affect
Kentuckians. He understands
the importance of education,
economic development and
has been on the forefront on
issues affecting women. I am
proud to support Scotty
Baesler."

start today and be the
voice for the future of
Kentucky."
—Scotty Baesler
•

••

Mayor Jerry Abramson:
"When we needed help fighting crirtie Scotty was on our
side. He is not a man who is
quick to criticize, but a man
who listens to the people of
our state and makes his decisions accordingly. Kentucky's
only choice is Scotty Baesler."

Wallace
Governor
Wilkinson: ".5cotty's understanding of rural Kentucky
makes him the only choice. He
has worked the land that is so
important to us his entire life.
He is my friend and a friend
to all of Kentucky."

•
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Scotty Busier for the U.S. Senate
Fighting for the working
families of Kentucky
PAID FOR BY BAESLER FOR US.SENATE
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FREE PROSTATE CANCER
SCREENING NOV. 13 & 21

MURRAY
CAIIDWAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Cancer of the prostate is a disease in which cancerous cells are found in the .
male sex gland called the prostate. See a physician if any of the following symptoms
appear: weak or interrupted flow of urine; frequent or difficult urination; pain or
burning during urination; blood in the urine or nagging pain in the back.
Every man age 40 and over is at risk of developing prostate cancer. The best
way to detect prostate cancer is by having an annual PSA screening consisting of a
simple blood test and physical exam. This is very effective in diagnosing prostate
cancer in early stages when the chance for cure is greatest.
MCtH and two urologists on the hospital's medical staff will be offering free
prostate cancer screenings in November.
On Friday, Nov. 13, Dr. H. S. Jackson will provide prostate cancer screenings
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. Call Dr. Jackson's office at
753-9240 or 1-800-599-9240 to schedule your appointment.
On Saturday, Nov. 21, Dr. Steven Trevathan will provide prostate cancer
screenings from 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. Call Dr. Trevathan's office at 753-7440 or
1-800-342-6224 to schedule your appointment.

803 Poplar Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 762-1100

Support Groups

REGISTER NOW•
HOSPICE VOLUNTEER TRAINING COURSE
NOVEMBER 5 & 12
Hospice is a special kind of care for people with terminal illnesses and their
families. Hospice focuses on treating the physical, emotional-and spiritual needs of the
patient in a comfortable, secure and supportive environment.
This free volunteer training program will be presented by Nancy Rose, RN,
Hospice Director, other MCCH professionals and hospice vojunteers. Participants must
'attend both s,essions on Thursdays, Nov.5 and 12 from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the hospital's
Third Floor Education Unit.
.Topics covered in the classes include hospice concepts and philosophy, spiritual
needs, ethical issues at the end of life, pain management, communication skills, caring for
the caregiver and grief .4nd bereavement.
Continuing education credit can be received for this program (15 contact hours).
For more information on receiving CEU credit, contact Carol Perlow at(502) 762-1249.
Those interested in becoming a volunteer or learning more about Hospice must
preregister by calling Nancy Rose at (502) 762-1389 or 1-800-342-6224 or Carol Perlow
at(502) 762-1249.

Alzheimer's Disease Information

Cardiac Support

Candlelight Vigil: Thurs., Nov. 5,
7:00 - 7:30 p.m., Board Room
This special service is being held during
National Alzheimer's Disease Awareness
Month in honor and memory of those with
Alzheimer's. The vigil here in Murray is one
of many being held as part of a statewide
observance.

Tuesday, Nov. 10,
1:00 - 2:00 p.m., Private Dining Room
Topic: Holiday Eating Tips
Speaker: Stephanie Skinner,
UT Martin dietetic intern.
Contact Sherry Crittendon, RN,
(502) 762-1170.

Compassionate Friends
Education Meeting: Tues., Nov.10,
4:30 p.m., Board Room
Topic: Caregivers' Testimony
Speaker: Lenda Easley
Support Group Meeting:
Tues., Nov. 24,
4:30 p.m., Private Dining Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdale,
(502) 762-1108 or Joretta Randolph,
(502) 753-5561.
Shared Care, adult day care, will sit with
Alzheimer's clients while caregivers attend
this meeting. Call Susan Plunkett, LPN, at
753-0576.' Shared Care is also openMon.- Fri., 7:30 a.m. - 4 p.m., providing
respite for caregivers and supervised
activities for clients at Weaks Community
Center, 607 Poplar St.

Candlelight Memorial Service:
Thurs., Dec. 3
7:00 p.m., Board Room
Contact Rev. Kerry Lambert, Director
of Pastoral Care,(502) 762-1274
or Hilda Bennett (901) 498-8324.

Depression Support
Wednesdays, Nov. 4 & 18,
10:30 a.m., Private Dining Room
Contact'Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS
(502) 762-1485.

LaLeche League
Breastfeeding Support Group
Thursday, Nov. 12,
6:30 p.m.; 3rd floor pediatric unit
Contact Pat Anderson, R.N.,
(502) 762-1425 or Susan Morgan,
(502) 759-2568.

Bereavement Support

LIVING WELL WITH DIABETES
AT MEDICAL ARTS PHARMACY
Observe National DiabeteslIonth by attending the "Living Well With
Diabetes" Open House at MCCH's Medical Arts Pharmacy, 300 South Eighth
Street on Wednesday. Nov. 11 from 9 a.m. tp 3 p.m. Take advantage of many
free-healthcare consultations including blood glucose checks.
Check the schedule below and stop by for answers to your questions
about diet, exercise, medications and monitoring:
9 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Registered Pharmacists
9 a.m,- 10 a.m.
Registered Dietitian
9 a.m. - 11 a.m.
Certified Diabetes Educator
9 a.m. - Noon
Foot Exams - Dr. Roger Lampkin
4
MCC
Podiatrist
10 a.m. - 11 a.m. Insurance Billing Specialist
11 a.m. - Noon
Registered ,I2ietitian
11:30 a.m. - 3 p.m. Lifescan Glucose Monitor Representatives
Free Blood Glucose Checks
Noon - 1 p.m.
Foot Exams - Physical Therapists
2 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Registered Dietitian
Insurance Billing Specialist
Foot Exams - Physical Therapists
The Medical Arts Pharmacy has a complete diabetes department, takes
orders for special items and provides FREE DELIVERY of prescriptions and
other supplies within the city of Murray. For more information on delivery or
other answers to other questions, call Medical Arts Pharmacy at 762-1500 on
Monday - Friday from 9 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. or Saturday from 9 a.m. to noon.

•

MATERNITY CARE

Miracle Moments is pleased to offer
the per/natal classes listed below
Preregistration is required for all classes
and fees may be paid at the first class.
For class information and
preregistration, call(502)762-1425 or
1-800-342-6224. Preregister for:

• November Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23; 7 - 9 p.m.;
MCCH Education Unit
Option 2: Thurs., Oct 29 & Nov. 5, 12, 19;'
7-9 p m.; MCCH Education Unit
• Refresher I: Mon., Alov. 9 & 16; 7- 9 p.m. osi•
• Refresher II: Thurs., Nov. 5 & 12,- 7-9 p.m.
• Sibling Class: Tues., Nov. 10; 7-8 p.m.;
Private Dining Room #1
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

• December Prepared Childbirth Classes
Option 1: Mon., Nov. 30 & Dec. 7, 14, 21:
7-9 p m., MCCH Education Unit
Option 2: Thurs., Dec. 3, 10, 17 & Mon.,
Dec. 21; 7-9 p.m.; MCCH Education
Unit
• Refresher I: Mon. Dec. 7 & 14; 7-9 p.m.
• Refresher II: Thurs., Dec. 10 & 17; 7-9 p.m
• Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour

Thursday, Nov. 12,
6:30 - 8:00 p.m., Private Dining Room
Contact Kathy Culbert, RN, MSN, CS,
at (502) 762-1485.

Cancer Support
Tuesday, Nov. 3,
3 p.m., Private Dining Room
Contact Nancy Rose, RN, Patient
Advocate,(502) 762-1389 or
Mary Linn, MSN and Clinical
Specialist,(502) 762-1447.

As

The hospital's Health Express
will be offering blood pressure
checks, pulse, cholesterol and
triglyceride screenings at its stops
during the month of November.
Under most circumstances,
cholesterol and triglyceride levels
should be checked every five years.
Only patrons who present a written
prescription from their physician will
be screened more often.
The cholesterol(HDULDL)
and triglyceride screening requires a
food fast (water only) for 14 hours.
There is a $15 charge.
A stool for Occult Blood
Screening Kit is also available for $4.
This screening detects blood in the
stool.
These screenings are offered
to detect disease in its earliest stages
when there are no symptoms of
disease. If you are experiencing
symptoms, you should see your
physician.
Monday, Nov. 16
• Paris, TN
Wal-Mart
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
• New Concord
Bob's Corner
1:00- 3:00 p.m.
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Tuesday, Nov. 17
Murray
•
Kroger
8:30 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30- 3:00 p.m.

foi
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Thursday, Nov. 19
Draffenville
•
Ponderosa
9:00 - 11:30 a.m.
12:30 - 3:00 p.m.
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Monday, Nov. 23
• Palmersville, TN
Bank of Weakley Co.
9:00- 11:30 a.m.
Lynn Grove
Crawford's Service
Station
1:00- 3:00 p.m.
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Tuesday, Nov. 24
• Buchanan, TN
Post Office
8:30- 11:30 a.m.
Jones' Mills
Rainey's Grocery
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Nov. 25
Murray
•
Court Square
8:00 - 11:00 a.m.
1.00 3:00 p.m
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HAPPY THANKSGIVING!
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Tampa Bay hands
Vikings first loss

Staying dh Trac
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledper & Times photo

Murray State freshman Jacquis McDuffie (with ball) races toward the end zone with several of his Racer teammates for a touchdown
following a blocked punt in MSU's 23-3 Ohio Valley Conference win over Tennessee Tech Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. With the
win, Murray State (6-2, 4-1 OVC) pulled into a tie with Tennessee State in the conference race. The Racers visit Eastern Illinois. which stands at 3-1 in the OVC, this Saturday.

Loyd gives Racers big lift
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Halloween was an appropriate setting for the Murray State Racers' Ohio
Valley Conference clash with Tennessee
Tech.
The Racers (6-2, 4-1 OVC) had
been haunted by a game that got away
from them -- a crushing 16-13 over7
time loss last Nov. 1 in Cookeville,
Tenn. that knocked MSU from the conference title race.
But thanks to an old friend, the
Racers exorcised those ghosts Saturday with a 23-3 triumph over Tennessee Tech (3-5, 2-4) at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Backup quarterback Dan Loyd --

'I think anybody in my situation
would say that it's tough to be No. 2,
hut that's just life,' Loyd said. "I've
been here before and I want my chance
to start, but unfortunately Justin got
in the final period.
in front of me.
"We've wanted to -give Dan an
"I just have to give a lot of credopportunity to play some throughout it to coach Johnson and coach Mac
the season, but we didn't want to have (McDaniel). They do an excellent job
to take Justin out," said Racer head of getting me ready to step in the
coach Denver Johnson.
game ... I'm just trying to do my job."
"-But Dan got his opportunity, and
Murray's defense set the tone for
he did what we expected him to do' the contest early in the first quarter.
I.can't say enough about Dan.. He's
The Tech offense stalled at its own
a competitor and he's handled this sit- 32-yard line on the first possession of
uation right. We're lucky to have two the game, forcing an Eagle punt.
guys like Justin and Dan," he added.
Junior Terrence Tillman broke
Loyd has adjusted well to the role
change.
See Page 2B

MSU tops Tech 23-3
last year's starter for the Racers -relieved an injured Justin Fuente and
ignited a stagnant MSU offense that
gained just 93 yards in the first half.
Fuente, who injured the thumb on
his throwing hand during a win over
Eastern Kentucky Oct. 17, left the
game with nine minutes to go in the
third quarter after re-aggravating the
injury.
Loyd picked up where Fuente left
off, hitting on 9-of-11 passes for 12.6
yards and leading the Racers to the
game's. only offensive touchdown late

LANDOVER. Md. (AP) - Trent Green,
Stephen Davis and Skip Hicks — all inexperienced backups at the start of the season —
led Washington to its first victory of the season Sunday, 21-14 over the New York Giants. •
Hicks carried five times for 50 yards, including a 4-yard TD run in the opening drive of
the second half to give the Redskins (1-7) a
21-7 lead. Davis, forced to play fullback after
a season-ending injury to Larry Bowie four
weeks ago,caught five passes for 65 yards, including a 12-yard touchdown.
And Green, re-promoted after Gus Frerotte's
dismal game two weeks ago, was 21-of.31 for
225 yards and scored the Redskins first touchdown on a 1-yard bootleg.
The Giants (3-5) punted 11 times, scoring
on a 90-yard kickoff return by David Patten
and an 11-yard pass from Danny Kanell to Ike
Hilliard.
Panthers 31, Saints 17
CHARLOTTE, N.C. (AP) — Steve Beuerlein threw for 132 yards and two touchdowns
as Carolina won its first game.
Beuerlein, making his fourth start in place
of outcast Kerry Collins', completed 13 -of 17
passes for the Panthers (1-7), who snapped a
nine-game losing streak. He threw scoring passes of 31 yards to Raghib IsmäiI and 1 yard
to Muhsin Muhammad.
Collins, the Panthers' former No. 1 draft
choice who was Cut last month after reportedly saying. he no longer had the heart to play,
watched on the sidelines as the backup for
New Orleans j4-4).,
Lame.-duck Billy Joe Tolliver, who will be
replaced by Collins on Nov. 15, completed 23
of 43 passes for 307 yards and two touchdowns, but he was intercepted twice.
• Bucs 27, Vikings 24
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Tampa Bay broke out
of an offensive funk with a team-record 246
yards rushing and beat the NFC's last unbeaten team 27-24 on Mike Alstott's 6-yard touchdown run with 5:48 to go.
Alstou ran for a career-high 128 yards on
19 carries and Warrick Dunn gained 115 on
18 attempts, giving Tampa Bay (4-4) two 100yard runners in a game for the first time in
franchise history..

See Page 2B

Collins, Redman pace Cards past WICU
By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Louisville coach John L. Smith
had been waiting patiently for a
breakthrough game from running
hack Leroy Collins.
He got it Saturday as the 6foot, 200-pound junior rumbled for
154 yards and matched a school
record with five touchdowns in
the Cardinals' 63-34 victory over
Division I-AA Western Kentucky.
Collins carried 20 times and
scored touchdowns of 66, 8, 2, 1
and 1 yards, tying the school record
set twice by Fred Koster against
,Rose Poly and Odgen in, 1926.
"It was about time,"JAith said.
"We had nicknamed him 'Gene
the Dancing Machine.' He finally
quit dancing out there. I told him
to quit doing that and run the ball
north and south and I think he
did a better job of that today."
Chris Redman added what have
become his usual numbers, com-

pleting 36 of 46 passes for 479
yards and three 'touchdowns. It
was the fifth time in his career to
break the 400-yard.mark and fourth
in the last five games.
His receivers reaped the benefits. Arnold Jackson caught 11
passes for 126 yards and a touchdown to set the school record for
receptions in a season with 76 and
tight end Ibn Green added eight
catches for 120 yards and a touchdown.
The Cardinals now art- hips in
the nation in total offense at 546.3
yards per game, third in passing
offense at 393.9 yards and ninth
in scoring offense at 38.4 points
per game.
"Watching Chris, I saw him do
a lot of things my son did at
'Michigan," said Western Kentucky
coach Jack flarbaugh, father of
NFL veteran Jim Harbaugh. "I
have tremendous respect for him
at this level. He'll do well at the
next level." .
Smith entered the game not

John L. Smith's Louisville Cardinals improved to 5-4 Saturday with a 63-34 win over Western Kentucky.

knowing exactly how his Ordinals (5-4) would fare against aHilltopper option attack-they'd seen
only at slower speeds during practice. The results were not what he
had hoped for.
Western Kentucky (5-3) rushed
for 469 yards as three players each
ran for more than 100 yards. Quarterback Willie Taggart's 177 yards
made him the Division I career leading rushing quarterback, moving
him ahead of Jack Douglas of The
Citadel, who had 3,674 yards from
1989-92. Taggart got the reccird
on a 74-yard run late in the first
quarter.
"We're not surprised at anything this youngster does." Harbaugh said. "He- overcomes the
defense when it doesn't play well
and the offense when it doesn't
play well. He's the shining light
that lifts us. up."
Taggart now has - 3.757 career
rushing yards. The all-divisions
record is 5,128 by Shawn Graves
f1989-92) of Division II Wofford.

"I'm happy I got the record,"
Taggart said. "I'm really happy I
got it against a Division I school.
It would .have 'Meant a lot more
if we had played closer or would
have won.
"But we competed with these
guys, which will help us in the
'—
long run." Backup Donie Pimpleton ran 14
times for 111 yards with a touchdown and also threw for another
score while Jammie Kyle added
another 102 yards and a touchdown on •11 carries.
"We couldn't stop them and
they couldn't stop us," Smith said.
"It 'had to be entertaining for the
fans. We have a long way to go
defensively."
Collins scored on a I-yard run
to put Louisville up 7-0 just two
minutes inw the game. The Hilltoppers then took advantage of
back-to-back Cardinal turnovers to
take a 10-7 lead on Jeff Poisel's

See Page 2B

Sutton pulls off another comeback in Tour Championship

G!

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Golf Writer
ATLANTA (AP) — One stroke
behind on the last hole and his
tee shot already in a bunker, Hal
Sutton watched Vijay Singh's 3iron head for the flag. He turned
his head and walked toward what
he thought was a sure loss Sunday in the Tour Championship.
Sutton had certainly seen worse

times in his career.
Ten years after he won the PGA
Championship and heard whispers
that he might be the next Jack
Nicklaus, he had to use a onetime exemption just to stay on the
PGA Tour. There were days he
felt so low he was embarrassed
to be seen on the driving range.
On Sunday, Sutton put together a stirring comeback that was

almost as gratifying as his journey back from rock bottom in his
career.
With a setting sun in his eyes,
Sutton saved par from the bunker
on the par-3 closing hole to force
a playoff. On the same 244-yard
hole, he hit a 4-wood within 6
feet for birdie on the first extra
hole to beat Singh at East Lake
Golf Club.

"Where- I'm coming from and
where I'M sitting now is so far
apart." Sutton said. "It's been a
long, hard battle. When I stand
on the tee and I look down the
fairway. I sec the fairway. When
T was at rock bottom, all I could
see was the rough.
"I think I'm back now."
Sutton. who three-putted just
once all week and played the last

five holes one under, earned
$720,000 in•the final official event
of the year for the top 30 players on the money list.
But this was about more than
money.
By winning for the second time
this year. Sutton earned enough
points to move into eighth place
in the Presidents Cup standings, giving him a birth on the U.S. team

for the biennial matches next month
in Australia against an International team.
It also affirmed that the 40year-old Sutton is still capable of
beating the besj.
"That check is just a byproduct of what you work hard for,"
he said. "Being able to feel what
yottjeel on that 18th hole in that
playolf, that's what it's all about."
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TSU rallies past EIU;
Colonels crush Martin
CHARLESTON, Ill (AP)- Leon
Murray passed for two second-halt
touchdowns and Liganous Jennings
ran back a fumble recovery 30 yards
for Me winning score Saturday in
leading Tennessee State to a 27-21
victory over Eastern Ilhnois in Ohio
Valley Conference action
The Tigers 16-2, 4-1) rallied from
a 21-0 deficit at the half
Tennessee State's DeJuan Marshall rushed 21 times for 171 yards
He ran 20-yards for a touchdown to
open the second-halt scoring
Eastern's Panthers 15-3, 3-1),
ranked 18th in the latest I-AA poll,
had 258 yards total offense in the
first half but only 76 in the second
half They scored on two short
passes from Anthony Buich and a
22-yard run by Shaun Green
Murray was 15-of-31 passing for
196 yards He was intercepted twice
He hit Avion Black and Tyrone Butterfield with 34-yard scoring passes.

From Page 1B
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the final 96 seconds of the first half
to cap a 30-point quarter and pull
away from the Skyhawks (0-8, 0-5)
Denton had touchdown passes of
57 and 20 yards to Rondel Menendez, 9 yards to Jonathon Butler and
5 yards to Anthony Watson For the
day, Denton completed 15 of 23 for
195 yards, with one interception
Menendez had 10 catches for
168 yards and the two scores.
The Colonels intercepted four
John Repella passes and returned
two of them for scores. Charles Tinsley returned one 47 yards with only
five seconds left in the first half to
cap the late Scoring splurge, and
Tony Woods returned one 88 yards
in the second half.
Eastern Kentucky also recovered
two Martin fumbles. The six turnovers and eight penalties offset Repella's 294 yards passing.

Eastern Kentucky 47
Tennessee-Martin 29
MARTIN, Tenn (AP)- Jon Den-

ton pass threw four touchdown
passes and Eastern Kentucky returned two interceptions for touchdowns to beat Tennessee-Martin 4729 Saturday
The Colonels (4-4, 2-4 Ohio Valley Conference) scored 17 points in

SCOTT NANNEYiLedger & Times photo

Murray State tailback Wilbert Smith (1) looks for yardage during the Racers' 23-3 Ohio Valley Conference victory over Tennessee Tech Saturday.

MCollins, Redman...
that puts the ball on the money
every time. They are very explosive."
Pimpleton scored on an 8-yard
run to open the second half and cut
the lead to 35-27. Collins responded with a 66-yard touchdown
run down the right sideline with
5:13 to play in the third quarter.
Redman then' tossed a 9-yard
touchdown to Green and a 25-yard
touchdown to Jackson to put the
game out of readh._ Pimpleton
added an 18-yard touchdown pas
to Kyle with 1:41 t6 play to complete the scoring.

From Page 18
season-long 4 nard field goal and
Kyle's 46-yard touchdown run.
Collins scored on runs-of 8. 2
and.1 yards in the second quarter
and Redman added a I6-yard scoring pass to Jeff Sholly as the Cardinals-ux)k a 35-20 halftime lead.
"It's nothing new," Western
linebacker Trae Hackett said of
Collins. "He's the best back that
we've faced. He 'runs hard, he
breaks tackles and does a good job
running the ball.
"And they've got a quarterback

Murray St. 23, Tenn. Tech 3
Tenn. Tech
Murray St.

NEW
HOME
NeAtinietti

&Ns(eNei

NEW
COACH

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your family insurance needs "
305 N. 12th St., Murray
next to Century 21 )

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Nato Fsrm Insurance Companies
Horns Offices Bloomington, Illinois
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8•0 0 1.000
O
De
ak
6 2 0 .750
4 4 0 .500
Kansas City
4 4 0 .500
Seattle
San Diego
3 5 0 . .375
NATIONAL CONFERENCE

• Dallas
Arizona
N Y Giants
Philadelphia
Washington

NEW
HUE
Pleas;*Pao

East
W
L
.4 3
4 .4

T Pct.
0 .571

3
1

5
6

0 .500
0 .375
0 .143

1

7

0 .125

Minnesota
Green Bay
Tampa Bay
Ching°
Detroit

Central
7 1

6,
4
,3
2

2

0 .875
0 .750

-45 I) .500

5
6

0 .375
0 .250

West

6 2 0 .7t0
Atlanta
San Francisco
• 6 2 0 .750
4 4 0 .500
New Orleans
2 '6 lb° ,250
St. Louis
1 7 0 .125
Carolina
Sunday's Games
Arizona 17. Detroit 15
Denver 33, Cincinnati 26
Jacksonville 45, Baltimore 19
Buffalo 30, Miami 24
Tampa Bay 27. Minnesota 24
New England 21. Indianapolis 16
Carolina 31, New Orleans 17
Washington 21, New York Giants 14
Atlanta 37, St. Louis 15
Tennessee 41, Pittsburgh 31
New York Jets 20. Kansas City 17
Green Bay 36, San Francisco 22
Oakland 31, Seattle 18
OPEN: Chicago, San Diego
Monday's Game
Dallas at Philadelphia, 6:20 p.m.

EXHIBMON BASKETBALL

LUNCH TIME
TUESDAY-NOON
Racer Club

'Open to the public...
', lunch with Racer fans
and recap MSU's Sat.
win vs. Tn. Tech.

Sirloin Stockade

DINNER TIME
THURSDAY - 6:30 PM
Weekly Radio Show
Pagliai's Restaurant

RACERS

Murray State
University

0

-

3

MSU's Miller
OVC specialist
of the week

Bring II:elan:14
and he part of
Denver's Racer
Radio %-etwarl.
comments airol
lire an If NAV
13411 t11

FOR TICKET INFO

Eastern Illinois

Good Seats
Available

1:30 p.m.

Sat., Nov. 7
RACERS

1Redskins...

Dollies Presents

oI114b
v

SEE WHO'S
THE BEST...
PUT US TO
THE TEST!

J

tp;
World Class
Alen's Club
sine
LimouAsailable
Packages
passengersi

Our services include'
•Local 8. Long Distance Hauling
•Safe, Secured Storage Facility
•24 Hour Emergency Service

Z

KANSAS CITY. Mo,(AP)
John Hall kicked ,a 32-yard field
Randall Cunningham was out- goal as time expired and New
standing in defeat hat Minnesota York, which started the season 0-2,
(7-1), completing 21 of 25 passes beat fading Kansas City for its fifth
for 291 yards and two touchdowns. win in six games.
Broncos 33, Bengals 26
The Jets (5-3) moved into a
CINCINNATI(AP)-John El- four-way tie atop the AFC East and
way led Denver to three fourth- handed the Chiefs (4-4) their third
quarter touchdowns Sunday as the straight loss, all since quarterback
Denver Broncos rallied to beat the Elvis Grbac returned from a shoulCincinnati Bengals 33-26 and re- der injury.
main the NFL's only unbeaten
Packers 36,49ers 22
team.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) The defending Super Bowl Brett Favre and Antonio Freeman
champions (8-0) added to the best connected for touchdown pass
start in franchise history by turning plays of 80 and 62 yards as blitzto its best duo in the last 16 years- happy Green Bay beat San Fran-Elway and the fourth quarter.
cisco.
Terrell Davis ran 2 yards for a
After blowing a 16-0 lead, the
touchdown and Elway converted Packers regrouped in the second
Vaughn Hebron's blocked punt into half by blitzing Steve Young and
a 25-yard touchdown pass to Ed returning to the quick-strike offense
McCaffrey only 2:01 later.
that sent. them to the last two Super
Jets 20, Chiefs 17
Bowls.
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753-5562

NWHTLY
Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

8 p.m.• 10 p.m.• 12 p.m.

Hwy. 121 S., Murray, KY
cnrnflrfl

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 10:30 a.m.-1:30 a.m.
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•VIP Suites•Video Viewers
•Harmonic Stress.Relief•Massage
•Body Shampoo•Hot Lotion

.,•••••

•gm•l•

In-home, hotel or office by appointment.
Call Today 759-9555
HRS:9 a.m.-11 p.m.
304 Maple St.• Downtown • Murray

Nobody can protect your

AUTO

air
State Auto
Insurance

Look to us for quality Auto Insurance Coverage, low
rates, attractive discounts and fast, fair claims service.
Call us today!

Nov. 11th thru 15th

•

Tr

Murray
MEW

any better than
we can!

Miss Nude Galaxy '98
Too many credits to list

inCmpagne, overRoundtrip
ha
ge &

Sh

tc
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Racers at

762-4895

7624895 FOR TIX - Good Seats Available

3 0

From Page 1B

DENVER-TIME
THIS WEEK...

IFISBAY FAIRS
7:30PM VASDA

It

0

through the Eagle line and blocked
7 0 3 13 - 23
First Quarter
the punt attempt.
MSU-McDuffie 20 blocked punt return,
Cornerback Jaequis McDuffie (Miller
kick) 13:28
picked up the loose ball and
Second Quarter
sprinted 20 yards for the Racer TTU-FG Collett 21,606
Third Quarter
touchdown. Greg Miller kicked the MSU-FG Miller 23. 3:37
extra point and the Racers led 7-0
Fourth Quarter
MSU-FG Miller 25, 13.36
with 13:28 showing.
MSU-FG Miller 18, 7 18
"We felt like we would be able MSU--Linville 1 run (Miller kick) 603
to block a punt against them," A-5,100 est.
Johnson said."And we just decided
TTU MSU
17
12
First downs
to line up and try to block the first
33-70 35-100
Rushes-yards
154
212
Passing
one,-hoping we could get a score
12-31-2 20-34-0
comp-An-Int
96
69
Return Yards
out of it."
7-359 7-300
Punts-Avg
1-0
2-2
Fumbles-Lost
The blocked punt was just one
4-47 8-55
Penalties-Yards
32-22 27 30
of several big plays by the Racer
Time of Possession
defense, which pressured the Eagle
offense into four turnovers on the
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
day -- two fumbles and intercep- RUSHING Tenn Tech, Soloman 22-90
2-0, Christian 1-0, Pee
tions by Chauncey McGee and Henley 2-6, J.TiiimanMurray
St., 13ivins 16-66
pies 6-(minus 26)
Tony Esters.
Smith 11-31, Manning 2-8. Childs 3-2. Linvillt
"Tennessee Tech came right at 1-1, Loyd 2-(minus 10).
Tenn. Tech, Peeples 11-27-1me,and I knew I had to step up my PASSING145, Swallows 1-4-1-9. Murray St.. Fuente 11play," said McGee. "We had a 23-0-86, Loyd 9-11-0-126.
good game plan. The secondary RECEIVING- Tenn. Tech, Hill 3-46, Fragale
Taylor 2-17, Chnstian 2-10, J Tillman 1just took it upon themselves to cre- 2-40,
16, Jackson 1-16, Lane 1-9. Murray St., Perez
ate some turnovers?'
6-55, Moore 4-58, Boykins 4-30, Valenti 2-36,
Esters' interceptign with 6:58 to Smith 2-20, T.Tillman 1-11, Linville 1-2.
go in the game set up the Racers'
only offensive touchdown, a 1-yard
plunge by fullback Tim Linville
with 6:03 remaining that helped
seal the victory.
In all, the Rater defense allowed
Tech just 224 yards in total offense
-- 154 yards passing and just 70 on
the ground.
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP)-"Our defense gave up some
Murray State kicker Greg Miller.'
yards on those deep crossing patwas named Ohio Valley Con-terns, but we finally managed to get
ference Special Teams Player
some-turnovers," noted Johnson. "It
of the Week. The 6-foot-1, 170was encouraging to see improvepound sophomore hit field goals
ment in our pass defense."
of 23, 25 and 18 yards and
The Racers picked up the pace
nailed both of his extra point
oifferisively in the second half, gainattempts as Murray beat Tening 219 of their 312 total yards afnessee Tech 23-3 Saturday.
ter the intermission. MSU totaled
212 yards- through the air while
rushing for 100.
Johnson was excited to avenge
Justin Bivins led the Racer last year's loss to the-Eagles.
ground game with 71 yards on 16
"This is a satisfying game," he ,
carries. Seven receivers caught said. "Wel-lave now beaten everypasses, with Joe Perez leading the body on our schedule that beat us
way with six balls for 55 yards.
last year, and we clinched a winMiller connected on field goals ning season ... That means a lot to
of 23, 25 and 18 yards to cap off me,"
the Racer scoring.
With the wiri and TennesSee
"We (the coaching staff) hhd State's 27-21 triumph over Eastern
talked like we might have the of- Illinois Saturday, the Racers,Tigers
fense on too short a leash going and Panthers are now locked in a
into the game," Johnson.explained. "three-way tie for the top spot in the
"But we were playing against the league standings.
best defense in the league, and we
MSU could win the OVC title
'didn't want to turn the ball over.
outright with wins at E1U next Sat"We had our chances to move urday and at home against TSU
the ball on them, but we just wer- Nov. 14. ,
"We're in the position that we
en't rocking and rolling like we
usually do with Justin not throwing want to be in, being able to control
the ball well."
our Own destiny," Johnson said.

18& Up NE 'ill
lE=.4

Haverstock
and

Suitor

211 S 12th St
Murray, KY
753-3415
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CLASSIFIED
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3
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Display Ads
16.25 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

(All I Ads MAI( Ru 14,,thun 6 Day Perw4
$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30

AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Reader Ads
30# per word, $6 00 minanum I st day 64 per word per day for each additional consecutIve day
$2 00 aiva for Shappa(Tues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide )$2.00eztta for blind boa ads

22-90
I-0. Pees 16-68
Linville

11-27-1rente 11-

Fragale
'Inman 1>t., Perez
mti 2-36.
2

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155
160

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings

165
180
190
195
200
210
220
24.0
260
270
280
285
290

L.

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

010

010

Legal
Notice

P)
4iller.'
Con'layer
, 170goals
and
Point
Ten-

020

Sheriff's Sale of 1976 Dodge Pickup

to best and highest bidder.
Ten Percent of price due upon sale,
remainder due upon title issuance. Sale

Truck, sold

Date: November 4, 1998, 9:00 A.M.

Court House. To view vehicle, call

ae,- he
everybeat us
a wina lot to

InesSC
Eastern
, -Tigers
od in a
tin the

753-0170.

ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177.
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CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700.

ATTENTION, VETERANS:
Home loans to build, purchase
or refinance. 100% purchase
or build/90% refinancing. Up
to $200,000.00.

Phone
CLARENCE PHILLIPS
MORTGAGE COMPANY
1-931-684-1029
CUSTOMER SERVICE
REPRESENTATIVE
Paschall Truck Lines is seeking individuals
for its Murray office who are capable of
obtaining and scheduling business for its
expanding market. Experience in sales and
customer services is desirable. Excellent
telephone skills and computer experience are
needed. Position may lead to advancement.
PTL offers an excellent compensation and
benefits package. The position is full-time,
regular hours, with benefits. If you are seeking a challenging position, please send your
resume to:

Human Resources-M
Attn: George Stockton
P.O. Box 1889
Murray, KY 42071

VOTE
TRACY.
RUDOLPH

rvic&

St

No age limit to apply. If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call

,lerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

"Write-In
Candidate" for
Constable Dist. #1
Almo,Dexter,Faxon,Murray
#1 & 5
(4 yrs. in Law Enforcement)

5
Paid for by friends of Tracy Rudolph

70 wd. max
1 insertion

National Rates
CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

320
330
340
360
365
370
3.80
390
400
420
430
435
440

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

DfilVt1-3S

Guaranteed $650
Weekly!

ROY'S HOME
MEDICAL

1st 4 Weeks. Up To .32
pm & Benefits Mostly No
Touch Dry Van Freight.
Quality Home Time.
800-473-5581

CX Roberson
Class A criu 22 Yrs Old
www.robersontrans,com

DRIVERS

Why Wish For The Moon,
When You Can Reach
The Stars!
STAR TRANSPORT
Now
Hiring
Students,
Exp'd Drivers & Graduates.

Are You Earning What
You Are Worth As An
OTR Driver?
1-2 Years Up To 31 CPM.
3 Years Up To 32 CPM.
4 Years Up To 33 CPM.
5 Years Up To 34 GPM.

PLUS GREAT
BENEFITS:
Free Medical, Life Insurance For The Driver. Optional Family_. Medical,
Dental. Prescription Drug
Card. Good Home Time.
401K Savings Plan. No
Cost Rider Plan. Fuel &
Safety Bonuses.

Drivers

OTR DRIVERS
ROLLINS DCS is currently seeking experienced OTR Drivers for
our MURRAY, KY
operation.
WE OFFER:
438,000 per year aver
*Excellent Benefits
'Paid Holidays
•1 Week Paid Vacation
in 6 mo.
.2 Weeks in a Year
*Company Paid Pension
Plan
•401K, Safety Bonus
•Late Mbdel Equipment
•Home Weekends and
During Week
WE REQUIRE:

LOCAL Independent phar- SOUND GOOD? GIVE US
A CALL TODAY!
macy needing full or part
•2 years experience in
time help. Must be mature
Our Morton Terminal
last 5 years .
800-548-6082 EXT 805.
and responsible and able
•Minimum 23 years ok
Our Chattanooga
to work mornings. Experiage
Terminal 800-974-4262,
ence helpful but not nec•Good Driving Record
423-822-0608 or
essary. Send resume to
-Pass DOT
423-822-0609.
PO Box 1040-0, Murray,
Physical/Drug
www.startransport.com
ARBONNE International KY 42071.
Please call 1-800-782Pure Swiss Skin Care &
8759. Ask for Mike or
Nutritional needing consulKeith.
tants in this area. MerSALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
cedes program.
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
1-800-475-6051.
IMMEDIATE openings on
YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Landscape, Irrigation, &
per
year
,
Do
you
want
a
career"
Do
you
want
to
earn
$50K+
ASSISTANT EXECUTIVE
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none I am going to Fencing crews. Please apDIRECTOR
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
ply in person at Hoffman's
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
For company providing
looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be Inc. 94E., Murray.
am
services to people with
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
LICENSED PRACTICAL
MR/DD. Qualifications inwould want to be treated .I work strictly above board, and I
NURSES
expect the same work from the people that work for me If you
clude: BS in Human Servhave these qualifications, I would very much enjoy talking to Full- Time, 3-11 shift. Partices (I.E., Psychology, Soyou, and explain the benefits our company has to offer
Time, 11-7 shift. Excellent
ciology, Social Work, SpeMurray Memorial Gardens
Benefit Package.
cial Education); supervisoCall Mr. Sheperd
CONTACT: Kristy Stery experience; and 1 yr ex11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
phenson, RN @762-1591
Call for directions if needed_ No resume please
perience working with indior pick up application at
I
ili
.
rifeopie,
not
paper.
E.O.E.
viduals
with
MR/DD.
West View Nursing Home
EOE/M/F/DN. Send re1401 South 16th Street,
sumes to: Ms. Peller,
Murray, KY 42071.
WEST
KENTUCKY
TECHNICAL
COLLEGE
Community Alternatives,
Kentucky, PO Box 39,
Full-Time Faculty Position:
LOCAL insurance agency
Symsonia,
Kentucky
is looking for customer
Practical Nursing
42082.
service
representative.
Murray-Calloway County Area Technology
AVON
Qualifications should inCenter
Earn extra money for
clude computer skills, typMurray, Kentucky
Christmas nowl
ing, filing, and ability to
1-888-669-6820
Qualifications:
meet the public. Send reInd/S1s/Rep
sume to PO Box 596, MurRN license from the Kentucky Board of Nursing
BABYSITTER needed in
ray, KY 42071.
and B.S. Degree in Nursing.
my home 4-5 days a week
753-9286
Application Process:
MEDIACOM has the folPlease contact Connie Smith at (502) 554-4991 for
lowing opening: Part time
DEPARTMENT RECRUITapplication. Submit letter of interest, application.
Telemarketer:
Monday,
MENT COORDINATOR,
official college transcript, and three references to:
Tuesday, and Thursday
Department of Agriculture,
Connie Smith, West Kentucky Technical College.
3pm-8pm. Desired candiMurray State University.
P.O. Box 7408, 5200 Blandville Road, Paducah,
date will have previous telQualification: BS Degree
KY 42002-7408. Application deadline is Npvember
ephone or direct sales exin Agriculture. Education/
13, 1998.
perience in a customer rework experience in AgriEqual Education and Employment Opportunities M/F/D
lations or service environculture, knowledge of MSU
ment. Excellent oral and
and our programs. Must
listening communication
be people oriented and
skills. The ability to read
possess excellent leaderPC/NETWORK TECHNICIAN
and write. Mediacom ofship and communication
fers paid training, base
skills. Varied experience in
Mattel, Inc., the world's largest leading play
salary plus commission.
Agriculture is essential.
experienced
is seeking
an
company„
Qualified candidates may
Proficient in computers
PC/Network Technician at its Murray, apply during business
and different databases.
hours at the following adRESPONSIBILITIES: CoKentucky manufacturing/distribution facility.
ordinate departmental redress (or submit resume
The person we are seeking will have a miniby mail/ fax) to: Melloney
cruitment and service acmum of two years working experience in
tivities. Working with freshTipton- Fax 502-527-0813.
man and departmental stu90 N Main St, Benton KY
Novell and NT network administration, PC
dent ambassaiilors, prosoftware and hardware installation, upgrades, 42025.
moting, organizing and
hardware problem diagnosis. Experienced in
conducting FFA and deMURRAY manufacturer is
MS Office 97 products. TCP/IP networking
partmental student activilooking for an entry level
protocol. Prefer BS degree in computer science
ties; organizing Ag Career
Draftsman. Must be Auor related area.
Fair and assisting in the
toCad proficient. Expericoordination of the departence in sheet metal or
Mattel. Inc. offers a competitive salary and
mental internship proplastic drafting a plus
benefits program in a progressive environment. Send resume to Sportable
grams. Other responsibiliFor immediate consideration please send
ties assigned by the Chair.
Scoreboards. P.O. Box
APPLICATION
DEADresume indicating current salary to:
1480 Murray, KY 42071.

LINE: November 13, 1998.
TO APPLY: Send cover
letter, resume and three
letters of reference to Dr
Tony Brannon, Chair, Department of Agriculture.
Murray State University,
PO. 'Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA em-

ployer.

Mattel, Inc.
Employment Manager
307 Poor Farm Road E.
Murray, KY 42071
Fax: 502-767-1304
An Equal Employment Opportunity
Employer
M/F/V/D

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Aut9 Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

Special Price

Sappy Birthday

Help Wanted

CHURCH maid wanted
part time, 20hrs per week.
Please inquire at: PO Box
Murray,
KY
1040-A,
42071.
CUSTOMER Service Representative. Full time 8am5pm, for expanding commercial printing company.
Apply at Printing Services
& Supplies. 102 N 4th St,
Murray, KY 42071.

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

060

"free local claim service'

'We're the Home Town
People" in Home Medical
Equipment. 604 South
CRAFTERS
WANTED
12th St, Murray, (Inside
Christmas Bazaar, Sat
Walter's Pharmacy).
Nov 7th. St Leo Parish
753-7565.
Center- Tables available at
$10.00/ea. Sign up now.
060
For more information call:
Re4p Wanted
502-753-0391 or 502-4354328 after 6pm.
AN Ohio Oil company
MACHINE Quilting. Regu- needs mature person now
lar size, $31.50. Murray
in the MURRAY area. ReSewing Center. 753-5323. gardless of experience,
write E.A. Read, P.O. Box
696, Dayton, OH 45401.

Paschall Truck Lines

low

CANCER
INSURANCE

Notice

ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center.
502-753-5323.

2x2 ad
$14.00

He Wanted

moos

on the steps of the Calloway County

avenge

Yard Sale Prices..
1 x2 ad
25 wd. max.
$7.50
1 insertion

..

1-eget

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger & Times will be respon
stble for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent
...

ist

Just Say "Charge It"

Deadline
Day & Time
rl. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
„,--lAon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

NURSES Aide or Nursing
Assistant needed for busy
physician's office Must
possess strong computer
& office skills This position
will be part-time. approx
12-16hrs per week. Must
be available to work
Mon-Wed.
9:30am-2pm
Send resume to: PO Box
1040-Y, Murray, Ky 42071

•

HAPPY BIRTHDAY! HAPPY BIRTHDAY! HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
M
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c Greetings this day to the
01'
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in Birthday Boy
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= Celebrating November 2nd with
0.4
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words of joy
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04
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17
a. of two
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to a fault
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0, If you see this boy in town this day
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NURSES Aide, Full- time,
11pm- 7am. Variety of duties. Must enjoy working
with the elderly. Good
working conditions, pleasant atmosphere. Prefer experience, but will train. Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.
NURSES Aide, PRN work
as needed/ all shifts. Not a
full time job. Must be flexible & dependable. Prefer
experience, but will train
mature person who enjoys
working with the elderly.
Pleasant
atmosphere,
good working conditions.
Apply in person, Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium
View Dr. EOE.

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580.
THE National Scouting
Museum is looking for a
motivated, detail oriented
person to work 35 hours
per week. The candidate
must have computer and
skills.
organizational
Please submit resume and
application to the National
Scouting Museum, Murray
State University, PO Box
9, Murray, KY 42071.
NO
Employer.
EEOC
INQUIRIES
PHONE
PLEASE.
WAITRESS, cooks, and
dishwashers. All shifts. Apply in person at 5 Points
Restaurant. 901 Coldwater
Rd.
WELDERS/ Fitters needed.4,ExperiKrice in M16
welring neleessary. Bluepnnt reading helpful. Must
be available any shift. To
schedule an interview call
502-395-5300.

070
Domestic &
Chiklcare
B&G Cleaning Service
Spring Cleaning. Churches. Offices. Homes. Call
for appointment, 753-9188
or 1-901-644-9849.
CHILDCARE
&
after
school drop offs available
Meals, snacks included.
Almo area. 753-9077.
15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references if needed.

IMMEDIATG
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
P may Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

:••••••

7:0

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,
Development, Murray State
University.
(Position to continue through duration of comprehensive' fundraising campaign estimated to
last 30 months.), QUALIFICATIONS: College
degree and minimum three years secretarial
experience; excellent communications, public
relations, time-management and self-directed
work skills required. Ability to work in fastpaced environment and interact with high-level
professional leadership. Ability to maintain confidentiality is important. Typing, word processing, computer systems and Skills essential.
RESPONSIBILITIES: Manage comprehensive capital campaign office, create and maintain 'files, schedule and greet visitors, answer
phone, schedule on and off-campus meetings.
create correspondence, maintain budget records
and reports and keep campaign schedule on
track. APPLICATION DEADLINE: NON/. 6.
1998. TO APPLY: Send resume and three letters of reference to: Roger Reichmuth.
Development. Murray ,State University, P.O.
Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity. M/F/D. AA
employer.

‘1 orld Class Private Fleet

,

20 Years of Success

LApanding in Paris. TN area
Team or Single OTR Drivers
Growing Dedicated Fleet needs drivers with a minimum of 100.(XX) miles experience. CDL NUL
HAZ-MAT endorsement and excellent saletx
record. 40K - First year a‘erage earning..
Dedicated runs.('jr and Truck parts. Pao.. Fulton,
Humboldt.. Dyersburg. Union City. !/
1
41tirr.n and
New bern.
*Paid Odometer Mile.Loaded or Empn
411ourn Pay
*Stop P.n
*Paid Salen Meeting.
•Salet.).
*Paid Nolan.(1(1)

*Home Ueekin
Pre.cription
*Paid Vacation.
*Lae Instilance
*Pension-4Di, kr
*Am aid 11)wrict

For more details contact:
TEE.INC.
8774133-5005
402
or apply at:
DANA CORPORATION
BM PLUMLEY DRIVE
TN 38242
ATTN: NIARSIIALL

EXT.

•

• :r •
*

•-.•

PARIS.

sal
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CHRISTIAN Qom otters WORK From Home Maryour child TLC in her kets in herbal, botanical.
home. Reasonable rates, Swiss skin care, cosmetreferences available
ics, nutritional products
759-9090
Mercedes car bonus UnCLEANING houses is my limited income Call Pam
business., Reliable Call Perry, 502-522-8758
Linda. 759-9553.
HEATHER'S Home Day
Care. Located in town with
fenced yard and large
square footage
Rates A computer *widen enstart at $60/wk for full- joyment all year and tor
time. Member NAEYC & years to come Nothing
NAFC Meals, activities, down and no payments
and weekly field tnps pro- until 1999 on a new computer for Christmas now at
loded. 759-4649.
Hawkins Research, Inc
HOUSE CLEANING
Used
computers also
SERVICES
Churches, Offices, Homes available- 1304 Chestnut
20yrs experience We Do Street, Murray, Kentucky.
502-753-7001
Windows"
492-6267, 759-5485
LICENSED home daycare
Just outside Murray, has
openings for part or full
WEDDING dress, Bndestime 759-3176.
maid dress (peach), Black
& White prom dress, all
Sae 9-10 Cell 7511-5339.
after 6pm

WANT ADS
WORK

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!
Ca lr the

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call 7539433
CASH for G.I. Joe. Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistalc Bensoa Sporting
1300dt. 519 B. 12th, Muroat
.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753-3633
WE are looking to buy
rtiostty Pre- 1970 toys, robots, cars, trucks, play
sets, dolls, anything considered. We also offer Internet Service to sell all
kinds of items. Top pnses
from all over the world
Check out rates, best in
the-real Call Kerry or Judy 502-759-3456
150
Ankles
fortale
16 FOOT metal tree
stands, $100 each. Phone
after 5:30pm. 753.-3858.
AUTOMAfIC wood burning stove, $100 obo.
435-4190.
COOKWARE
CLEARANCE!
We stopped doing dinner
parties after 30 years!
Have a few beautiful new
17pc sets left! 7 ply! Waterless! Was $1,500, now
$394! $69 bonus!
800-434-4628.

HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
WEEKLY SALE ITEMS
•Winter pansies
36 plants
$10.99/ tray
'Cabbage
$2.49
Tulip. Crocus Nanssus
-tyacinthus. & Ins Bulbs
•Heldridge Pine
1 gal
$699
'Austnan Black Pines
2 gal.
$18.00
'Mug° Pines $12.00
*Dwarf Alberta Spruce
1 gal.
56.95
•Moonglow Cypress
3 gal.
$18.00
'
Little Gem Magnolia
7 gal.
$42.00
'DO. Blanchard Magnolia
7 gal.
$42.00
'Hollywood Juniper
5 gal.
$19.95
*Cannarti Juniper
B&B
$55.00
•Glauca Blue Juniper
B&B
$48.00
•Upright Nandira
18"-24"
$1900
FALL IS FOR PLANTING!
Visit Hoffman's Nursery,
A Unique Shopping
Experience
'Volume Discounts
Available.
'West KY's Largest
Nursery Offering Quality
Plant Selection.
Open Mon-Sat 8am-5pm
Serving a 4 state area.
Estimates upon request on
Landscaping, Irrigation &
Hentage Vinyl Fencing.
Hoffman's Nursery
Located 1 mile from
downtown Murray on
Hwy 94 East.
Your Grow Wise Center
For Quality, Advice &
Value.
759-4512.

Mokm• Homes For $ale

Business Rentals

16X80
1998
FLEETWOOD, like new Must
see For sale or rent
759-3176

BUILDING
FOR RENT
at 214 N. 15th St.
On Campus-MSU

16X80 FRANKLIN mobile
home (93), 3 bedroom, 2
Call anytime at
full bath, extra nice, c/hia,
753-6111
dishwasher,
hardwood
NOW RENTING
floors, dining room Must
sell, moving
$27,500 Offices of various sizes
and pnces Furnished or
753-7731
1982 WINDSOR 14X70 unfurnished, paid utilities
PROFESSIONAL
3br, 2 full bath. c/h/a. Must
BUILDING
be moved. All electric. Call
415 S. 4th St.
753-5136.
1986 14X64 3E3R, 2 bath, 759-0633, 436-2856 evecompletely remodeled, gas nings.
heat. $8,500 527-2234.
1991
16X80 BUCCANEER. One owner, 3br, 2
full baths, built in stereo,
refrigerator, stove, central
h/a. Covered front porch &
back deck. Must be
moved. 753-3970.
3BR, 1 bath, patio, porch,
basement, large shop garage On 5 lots near lake
Call Wilson Realty.
753-5086
Homes For Rent

FOR LEASE
Retail Space
Available
Immediately
2,000 sq. ft. and
7,800 sq. ft.
Bel-Air Center

Call 7534751
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509, 753-6612.
320

2 BEDROOM trailers for
rent. $275/mo. & $225/mo
753-3860 or 759-3778.

ts For Rent

1 OR 2br apts. near down
2BR, 2 bath. Rent to own own Murray starting a
in Grogan's Trailer park. $200/mo. 753-4109.
Central h/a. Coleman RE.
1BR apartment near cam753-9898.
pus, 1621 Chris Drive.
2BR, 641 North. $200/mo. Available Nov 15. Call
753-5165.
759-8524.

1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. 5325/mo.
Call Mum-Cal Realty.
FOR SALE: Princess &
753-4444.
Erin Ty Beanie Babies_
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call ColeCall 492-8566
JINNY Lind bed, cradle,
1709 Colege Farm Ra , murray,
COUNTRY living east of man Realty 753-9898.
changing table, tanning
Dexter, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, 2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
bed, diamond plate truck
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
lease & deposit required.
tool box & rail ter short bed
r...Pc_Or_PcP
1300-A Valleywood Or,
fig P
$300/mo. 395-5332.
truck. Call 436-2667._
FOR rent: 14X60 mobile $375/mo. 759-4406.
LAWN
mower, almost
home. Has refrigerator & 2BR duplex apt on quiet
LEER topper, red, fits new, Murray 22 inch, 4
Located 9 miles north of Murray on Old 641.
gas tank filled. Deposit re- dead-end street. 913 Story
Dodge Dakota extended horsepower. $75. 436Ave. Central gas h/a, apquired.
492-8723.
Open Mon.. Wed, Thurs. & Fri. 7 a.m.-9 .m. 1 cab, 64X80. Good condi- 6066.
FURNISHED, .cute small pliances furnished. Lease
tion. $350 obo. Call 474WO
' Sat. 7 a.m.-Midnight
1 br, with carport. Suitable & deposit required. No
8340 after 6pm. Please
Firewood
for
1 person. Mowing & pets. 753-7185.
.Lbs4 Ba )ii
leave message.
garage pick-up furnished. 2BR duplex, central h/a,
-wriJay
MEMORIAL Gardens -1 FIREWOOD
delivered
4 Miles from campus. dishwasher, microwave,
5
plot inside circle + con•r
3
Featuring fish, plate lunches, grill,famous
474-9712
$150/mo, $150 deposit. w/d hook-up. No pets.
crete vault, $485.
$420/mo. Security deposit.
for bean rolls and Sonny burgers.
-Good references.
901-756-8594.
- 492-8393.
73-6012.
Fm- more information call 437
--4568
0
....
C.. SEE us for your barn or
Busker
IN the country, 2br, 1 bath, 2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
with family room. Stove, central h/a, appliances furroof metal. Cut to length.
nished, $475/mo, .1yr
Covers 36 inches, many B flat clarinet- good condi- refrigerator, w/d hook-up.
$300/mo. Security deposit lease, 1 mo deposit, 753colors. Economy Metal & tion $75. Piano/ organ les2905 or 753-7536.
sons- 550/mo. Pianist/ or- required. Call 436-2910.
Supply Co. 489-2722.
NICE 2br, 6 miles North- 2BR, central gas h/a, apTRUCK shell fits small ganist for any occasion.
furnished.
east
of
Wal-Mart. pliances
753-1810.
size pick- up with standard
5300/mo. Coleman RE.
$200/mo,
$200
deposit.
bed. $100. 438-8066.
753-9898.
YAMAHA 5 string bass Good references.
2BR, duplex with carport,
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
753-6012
Black w/gold hardware
furnished,
MEDICARE due to disability we otter
EMG
active
pickups SMALL furnished 1br, 12 appliances
miles
from
Murray, Northwood Subdivision.
straight through neck
several Medicare Supplement POLiCiet.
WASHER & dryer set
Rent negotiable. Leave
$150/mo. 436-5697.
$600 firm 7531907
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
$19 95/wk Call 753-4663
message, 753-4487.
standardized into 10 plans offering different
3BR apartment at 703 S.
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
klisceilaneous
4th St, good condition,
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
new carpet, refrigerator &
1/2 ACRE lot, $100/mo
policies will be issued at the lowest available
$800. OBO for promotiona
stove furnished. $300/mo
753-6012
2PC living room group, vacation package worth
with $300 deposit. 1 year
premium.
LOCATED on Murray Par- lease. Call 436-2935 or
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.
over
$2,500.
Includes
4We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
BEDROOM
753-0839.
group, day Caribbean cruise, 3 is Rd in small park. Concompanies to give you the best possible rates
$15/wk. Call 753-4663.
days in Las Vegas. and 4 crete drive. Lawn mowed, 3BR downstairs apt. NO
and service.
water & garbage included.
KING
size
waterbed, days in Cancun. Forced to
pets. $400/mo, deposit.
$110/mo. 492-8488.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.
waveless
mattress, 6 sell because of illness.
5353 121 S. 489-2296.
drawers in pedestal & Have video and brochure.
3BR, central h/a, low utilitBusiness Rentals
Call 767-9571 for more inlarge mirrored & lighted
ies, walk to campus. 2
headboard. $75
436- formation.
apartments available. Call
BUILDING with office, 2 753-8767 or 759-4696.
6066.
overhead doors, in city, DUPLEX 2br, Coleman
SELL, Buy. Consign preSycamore, Murray,
natural gas heat. $375/mo. RE. 759-4118.
owned, good used furniture & accessones.
LOT set- up, ready to hook 753-7724 or 753-5303.
DUPLEX apartment near
Nationwide
753-2733.
on. Call 767-9435.
MSU. Quiet neighborhood.
Lease and deposit required. No pets. Call 753Various size suites
5421 after 5pm.
Walnut Plaza
EFFICIENCY apartment,
104 N. 5th
water & trash disposal
753-8302 or
paid. Partially furnished,
753-9621
no pets. 767-9037.

t 'I

Computer Repair, Upgrade, TralnIng
& Installation

(502)759-8662 •(502)853-3967

4BR. 2 bath on 1 acre,
north of Murray. Stove &
refrigerator
References
and deposit required. Like
new. $485. 753-0624.
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DISABILITY MEDICARE 1
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

McConnell
Insurance Agency

ICY .

905

1-800-45S-419J'

753-4199

Office Space

'Dial-A-Service

You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL

ALPINE,

753-1916

)ockfordroscpb:----•

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

I

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

fil,r!ej

Formal Wear
and Limousine

Court Square West,
Pans. TN 114242 Weddings, Proms
642-5300
and Banquets.

304 Main Street
Murray. KY 42071
i 502 r 753-1300

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Homes • Mobile Homes • Buses • Brick
David Borders

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100';
'of the Deductibles'

Over 25 Years In Business
SERVICES AVAILABLE
:r Rentals begin at $29 99
:4 Area's Largest & Only in Stock Formal Wear
2( Social Invitations by Carlson Crat and McPherson
Discounts on rentals depending on size -6f wedding.

Inured

INSURANCE

latipfps

Phone (502) 759-4734

Alignment & goniplt,r Brikr
Service, Struts and Shilidth etc.'
Mon.-Fri. Edmon J40114,Oinow
700-400
(502) 701-1161

Bubbles & Bark
Pet Grooming
502-489-2761

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that
Medicare does not pay. $760 on Part A; $100
Part B. Call me for more information.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIEN'TS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

r 121 Park 'N' Sell
121 By Pass

_- 753-3985 1-64a-11
..,111NPAY Ncti To Hickory Log
(- Commercial Waste
Disposal
All

Types

of Refuse

service

4033
VS00585,

iMurray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

clarion'CL
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixioland Conter

320
Apartments For Rent

EXTRA nice 2br townhouse. 820A Southwood.
All appliances plus washer
& dryer. No pets $460/mo
lease & deposit 435-4294.
EXTRA nice, 1br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, 1yr lease, 1 mo
deposit No pets
753-2905
FURNISHED
efficiency.
Coleman RE. 759-4118.
LARGE 2br, 2 bath apt,
appliances
furnished,
washer & dryer hook-ups,
low utilities. Near Aurora
on Hwy 68. $450/mo. Call
474-2774 or 354-8824,,
MURRAY _..
,MANOR
APARTMENTt: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
pnce, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NEW 1br apt, University
Heights, w/d, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator. 1 yr
Lease, no pets. $325/mo.
753-4937 M-F, 8am-5pm.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 2br apt, Mission Valley. 753-5731.
NICE 2br, unfurnished
apartment. 921 North 16
St. $275/mo plus deposit.
Call 436-5416.
NOW renting 1br apartments. $215/mo. College
Farm Road Apartments.
753-6716.
SMALL apartment and
sleeping room. Block from
University. 759-4826.
VACANT: Newly decorated apartment. No pets.
753-5292.
VERY Nice Duplex, 2br, 2
full baths, central h/a, appliances furnished, w/d,
$500/mo, Crystal Brook
Ln, 759-5477.
VERY roomy 2br, 1 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central gas
$550/r6p. 1yr lease, 1
mo. deposit. No pets. 7532905.

SLEEP.N6
$150/mo Coleman RE,
753-9898.

Register For Classes Now!
Offering Cheerleading
Classes
arporita Beginners-Ads awed For
Boys & Gifts Ages 3 & tp
Call now for scheduling
Instructor: Marty McBride
fi7- t 'Spruce tit.. Murrav • 5(12-759-2355

"STOP"

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low, low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

Storage Rentals

641 Storage

Vtiave Runners
Storage $25/mo

All Sizes Available

Cunningham
Auto Repair

1 AK
Territ
$350

753-6831
Val/tan _.111 Adler-

-

()awe,
Free
Pickup
and
Delivery

Available
hdays • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Call 767-0931 or
..414-0931

BUIL
Pans
sq ft

Call for details

753-5585

Hand Wash/Wax (inside & out)
cars, trucks, utility
mini-vans
fatitsize vehicles

17.50/45.00
'22.50/50.00
'27.50/55.00

AQU
gallo
ards
DOG

year5
FOR
TernE
old !
to go

$5.00 Off New Customers

753-6726
LAWN EQUIPMENT RENTAL &
LANDSCAPE SUPPLY CENTER
• Mums
• Mulch
• Grass Seed
• Bulbs

• Aerators
• Spreaders
• Blowers
• Bulb Auger

A

"0

p

tiltelpporog" ,

808 Coldwater

ltd., Murray

G
W
Boat Storage
& Mini Storage
New Units
All Sizes Available

3 BA
ed in
lots.
6:30c

HALE
Hale)
759KOP
buyel
homE
you
conta
ous
agen
by of

3BR,
gentl
lot. P

Hwy. 94 E. Jct. 280
436-5075
1 &
fern

blevii
Land
avail

103 S.3rd • Downtown

Murray

753-3621
-1"(

Quality Bedding at affordable prices
Come see what you've been missing
Mattress sets starting at $169.00

Need Furniture? Bedding?
1BR house, appliances
umished. No pets. 7530728 after 4pm.

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.
2 BEDROOM 8 miles
north Wind Drive 325/mo.
plus deposit. 753-8582.
2/ 3BR house. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 2 miles from town,
$275/mo plus deposit.
753-1059.
3BR brick house, central
h/a, 3 miles east of Murray. Yard and water included. Reference, deposit. No
pets. Call 753-3787.
3BR, central h/a, appliances. $430/mo plus deposit.
No pets. 753-1059.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br, laundry room,
fenced yard, stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher.
$625/mo. Call
901-642-0784.
BEAUTIFUL home with 2
full baths, large country
kitchen, 3br, laundry room
fenced yard, stove, refrigdishwasher.
erator,
$625/mo. Call
901-642-0784
HOUSE for rent, 1301
Wells Blvd., Older home in
quiet neighborhood. NO
PETS. $450/mo. 'phis deposit. 753-2480.

Wiggins Furniture

753-0113

-1
McBrides Gymnastic
Academy

360
Storage Rentals

100)
wool
tates
for t
base
BU IL
west
vate
8135
RES,
Idea
1617
twee

TREI
dead
wooc
ies.

2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open Mon.-Sat., 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Mrs. Ann

.:.

Reader & Advisor
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from God
•1 give advice on Business. Marriage, and Love Affairs
'Bring Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators e
8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
Bring Ad In For Discount
208 S. 12th Street
Murray. Ky. 42071

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

eir#ATTeErerilidirreEnr#117;
(ABSOLUTE AUCTION)

A

NO MINIMUMS!NO RESERVARONSI
SAT. NOV. 21ST AT 1:00 P. M.
Mildred Robertson Newton Property
Murray, Kentucky
At The Ccorner Of
J 4:3 il VI re y Ft obertso n R ozs cl
And 11igpl-wvay 9.4 West
Murray's Southwest City Limit Edge!!

4,0=

613 ACRES
EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Unrts
Available

753-3853
C RE E K VIE W
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney s 520-$40/mo
759-4081
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available 753,2905 or 7537536

In 13 Tracts & Combinations
Tract 1 - 4.2923 Acres • Tract 2 - 5.5890 Acres
Tract 3 - 2.1119 Acres • Tract 4- 1.8961 Acres
Tract 5 - 1.4686 Acres . Tract 6 - 1.4440 Acres
Tract 7 - 4.3961 Acres • Tract 8 - 4.3268 Acres
Tract 9 - 6.9654 Acres • Tract 10 - 6.9531 Acres
Tract 11 - 6.9408 Acres • Tract 12 - 6.9385 Acres
Tract 13 - 6.9162 Acres

•

•

•

•

Buy Any Individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!!

THE BEST OF THE BEST!!
AN EXTRAORDINARY LOCATION!
The Auction Will Be Held
At The Knights Of Columbus Hall
332 Squire Road - Murray
From The Property, Take Johnny Robertson Rd.
South .5 Mile To Squire Rd., Proceed West .3 Mile!
At 1:00 P.M. - BE THERE!!
15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

JAMES
CASH
-J -- ".;E AUCTIONEER I R.
REAL ESTATE BROKER

RC

FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466 '
I
7'3E SELLING MACHINE

RC

CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

4116
v.

8
fi

MURRAY LEDGER & TIM
4WS

5B
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Used Cars

als

ices Offerer)

Services Ofbred
4

BUILDING on court square
Pans. TN. 2 story, 2,500
sq ft per floor 759-4713.

& SuppOsa
1 AKC miniature Yorkshire
Terrier female
puppy
$350 Call after 5pm
436-2778

ree
ickup

flu'
riven/
& out)

'.50/45.00

t.5W50.00
'.50/55.00

ters

AQUARIUM wanted, 55
gallon or larger to keep lizards. 753-9212.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years_ 436-2858.
FOR Sale: 2 female Rat
Terner puppies. 8 weeks
old. Shots, wormed, ready
to go. Call (evenings)
435-4429.
Livestock 8 Supplies
LIMOUSINE
purebred
bulls. 20- 25 months old
Call 436-5416.
430
Reel Estate

L
rER

gt r

3 BAY garage with rough
ed in upstairs on 3 wooded
lots. (502)474-8441 after
6:30pm.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218.
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteous
and
professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
[
Mike Property
3BR, 2 bath on 1/2 acre
gentle sloping waterfron
lot. Panorama Shores.
502-623-8125.
440
LOIS For Saki

)rices

0
g?
ith
o

1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
rom town. City water, cablevision now & gas soon.
Land/ home
package
available. 502-437-4838.
100X175 LOT on Fleetwood Dr. in Campbell_ Estates. Some trees- ideal lot
for house with walk-out
basement. Call 753-3903.
BUILDABLE lot in Southwest Villa Subdivision. Private owner. 1-800-4268135 (Pin-00).
RESIDENTIAL building lot.
Ideal location in town,
1617 The Lane. Call between 7-9pm 759-1980.
TREE covered lot on
deadend street in Sherwood Forest. All city utilities. $12,750. 753-9317.

re

.ne

s)

ng

165 ACRES with 1995
16x80 3br, 2 bath mobile
home Large barn with
workshop, fenced for horses. 8 miles north of Murray. $62,500. 753-0736.

ATTRACTIVE 3 bedroom,
2 bath, 2,160 sq ft bnck
home Hardwood floors,
large rooms, large closets.
Stove, refrigerator, dish
washer, countertops new,
CROP acreage for lease in 1995. Newly landscaped,
Hams Grove area Corn painted, 1998. Priced in
the $90's. A MUST SEE!
just cut Ready for wheat
Call 767-0735.
Land owner to get clear
third of crop proceeds BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on approx. 1.6
435-4602, 559-8510
acre lot in a quiet neighborhood. Just 5 miles from
town and just around the
corner from Miller Golf
121/2 ACRES of wooded Course, this home offers
and Very private and se- !ots of room to roam, both
cluded in Calloway county. inside and out. This home
354-6062
is also just a few miles
from' the Wildcat Creek
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Prop- recreational area and is a
erty located off of Hwy 94E must see at $88K. Come
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh to 151 Hidden Hills Lane
Rd, Redbud Lane & pro- or call 436-5220. Adjacent
posed new Hwy 80. For building lots are also availmore information please able.
view property, review post- COMPLETELY remodeled
ed data, then please call:
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel. City
502-441-2253.
utilities, large garage.
14.5 ACRES, fenced with Priced in $30's. 759-4826.
pond, on Chat Road ap- FRESH on the market,
proximately 3 miles north- 3br, 11/2 bath home with
west Lynn Grove. Nice central h/a at Panorama
building site. Contact
Shores. Offered in low
435-4307, after 6pm.
60's. Contact Kopperud
40 ACRES. 7 miles east of Realty. 753-1222. MLS#
Murray, 11/2 mile road 3001469.
frontage, for development.
GOOD LOCATION Perfect
$1,800 per acre. Terms.
house for retirement or
753-4984.
•
first home. 3br, 2 bath,
45 ACRES, mostly woods,
completely redecorated.
69914 burley base in North
New paint, new carpet
Calloway Co. Will sell all
throughout. New roof, gutor part. 759-2316, eves.
ters, aluminum trim win5 ACRES, nice building
dows, bathroom fixtures
sites, 10 minutes east of
with jacuzzi. Two many
Murray. $8,950. Easy
updates to list. $105,000.
terms. 753-9302.
Call Billy for more details.
5 TO 275 acres, owner fiKopperud Realty
nancing possible. Coldwa753-1222.
ter. 489-2116 or 753-1300
JUST reduced to $39,900,
this charming 2br home located just north of Murray,
2 BEDROOM, brick, nice features numerous upot, 4 minutes west o dates and improvements.
town. Natural gas, public Take advantage of these
water,
central
h/a. low interest rates, call
$69,900. Avialiable imme- Kopperud Realty today.
diatly. 753-7724 or 753- 753-1222. For additional
information
on
MLS#
5303.
3001394.
2BR, 11./2 bath, brick
house. Central h/a, fire- NEED MORE ROOM- 5br,
place with gas logs, fully 31/2 bath, spacious kitchlandscaped, newly remod- en, formal living room, dineled. 32X32 masonry ing room, family room with
block building. Small 1 car fireplace bookcases on
garage, 5 acre wooded lot. each side. Newly painted
inside and out. All new
Call after 5pm, 435-4014.
carpet. Ready to move in.
2BR, 2 bath, shaded lot. 5
Quality built home with all
minutes from town. Immeamenities. Kopperud Realdiate possession.
ty 753-1222. Ask for Billy.
753-4549.
NEW 2br, 2 bath, brick
3BR, 1st brick on left, on
home with 2 car garage.
Van
Cleave
Road.
Must see. 1402 Cardinal.
$75,000 firm. Serious in753-9841, day. 436-2051,
quiries only. 753-8819.
night.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a,
NEW 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
garage, appliances. Colenice area. Must sell, 80's.
man RE. 753-9898.
753-3312, day. 759.9381.
NEW, just under 1600 sq
ft, 3 bedroom home north
of town. Low $90's. Call
753-4392.
I.
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"Paul Lamb"
502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Tree Trimming
Full Line of
Stump Removal
Equipment
Hedge Trimming
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured - 24 lir Senke
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Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.com
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Acres
I Acres
3 Acres
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1 Acres
5 Acres
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• Interior
• Exterior
• Remodeling
• Roofing

• Small Building
• Plumbing
• No Job To Small
• Vinyl Siding

Fast Dependable Service
4362102 ask for Ben
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Metal Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.

NICE 4br house on 1 acre,
electric heat, $49,500. Ten
minutes east of city.
753-9302.
ONE owner, 3br, 11/2
bathS, 2 miles east of Murray. Hardwood and tiles
floors, woodburning stove
in den, carport & 2 car garage. Priced in the $80's.
For appointment to see,
call 753-0444.
OPPORTUNITY- Owners
need to move from area
and are ready to negotiate
on this immaculate 3br, 2
bath ranch home situated
on 2 acres. Everything is
updated, new and fresh.
MLS# 3001416. Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222.
PRICE reduced for quick
sale. Own this home with
as lithe down as $2,700.
4Br, 2 bath brick. New
c/h/a, new roof, new septic. Located in Tennessee,
but near Kentucky state
line. Call Marty, Moody
Realty Co. 800-642-5093.
VERY nice country home,
owner relocated and will
consider rent with option to
purchase. Small down
payment, $70's. Greys
Properties, 759-2001.
Jean 753-3584.

i

gettUefityVehiciss

1991 FORD Explorer 4X4
piw, pit, cruise, tilt, 4dr,
good condition $7,450
753-4445.

1996 EXPLORER XLT
4X4, V-6, auto, all power,
green with grey leather. 10
disc CD, 33,XXX miles,
$19,000. 901-644-3186
1997 GRAND Cherokee,
loaded $24,900 Will consider trade for truck
753-9571

'965 CORVAIRE, $1200
or best offer 753-2581

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1968 CADILLAC convertible Runs, needs work
S1.200 obo 492-8396, after 5pm

1-800-909-9064

1988 CHEVY Beretta, 2
dr, auto, air, good condition $2500 obo 753-6239
1988 PONTIAC 6000
Best offer 767-9484
1989 Grand Am, white,
4dr, 4 cylinder Asking
$2,500 759-1892
1989 NEW Yorker, 7591265 after 5:30pm.
1991 CAMRY, excellent
condition $4,750. Call 7536098 after 5pm.
1993 MUSTANG LX white,
AT, A/C, clean, no damage. 354-9083.
1994 CAMARO V6, black,
all power, tinted windows,
cd, a/c, good
tires,
103,XXX miles. Excellent
condition. $6,650 obo.
762-0189, leave message.
1995 NEON, 4dr, red, 4cylinder, good condition.
$5,500. Phone 759-9457.
1995 NISSAN
Sentra
GLE. 76,XXX miles, one
owner, 5- speed, remote
locks, moon roof. 30+ gas
mileage. $7,250.
753-4437.
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
53xxx miles, $7750.
753-2479.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up.
cleaning out sheds, tree
work. 436-2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings, remodeling, repairs,
AGC certified. 435-4272.
ALL TYPES OF WORK
Landscaping,
superior
hedge trimming, sidewalk
edging, lawn sweeping,
lawn seeding and fertilizing.
Tree trimming, removal
Brush, briar
clearing,
bushhogging, sickle mowing. Gutter cleaning with
screen installation, hauling. Message, 753-2092
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.
APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL
DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE RE PAIR
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848.
BASEMENTS & Homes.
Sub & General contracting. Insulated concrete
forms (R32) StyroCrete
Vass
builders. 502-436-200 lei
•
1993 RED Plymouth Voy- 502-436-5264.
a§er. Cruise, cassette, tilt,
pl, new tire & brakes.
$7,800 obo. 435-4674
1996 CHRYSLER Town &
Country LXI, bought new
in Murray. 753-7304.

Used Tn.:CM
1968 CHEVY truck, swh
$1,200 obo. 492-8396, at
ter 5pm.

BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system,
drive-ways. hauling, foundations, etc 436-2113

DAVID'S Cleaning Services "Cleaning" vinyl siding homes mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
BOBS PLUMBING SERV parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
All work guaranteed Free
available David Borders
estimates 753-1134,
Insured, Completely Mo492-8584
bile Phone 502-759-4734
C&D Plumbing & Electric
Cellular 502-853-1108
Licensee 4695 Office 7531252, home 753-5705, DRYWALL Finishing, new
489-2918 We'll do busi- construction or remodelness for you!!
ing Larry Chnsman 4928742
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs. Murray Carpet &
ELECTRICAL
Upholstery Cleaning
New construction, remod753-6300 anytime
eling, or just replacing a
CARPET Cleaning
switch. Licensed & InsurEmergency Water Removed_ Off. 753-0834
al. Free Estimates SatisHm. 759-9835.
fied
References. Call
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
ELECTRICIAN
CARPORTS for cars and Walter's Electrical Works.
trucks. Special sizes for No job too large or too
motor home, boats, RVs small. Call for all your
and etc. Excellent protec- electrical needs. 15 years
tion, high quality, excellent experience. 436-5376.
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
wanted. No job too small.
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding. HM & Sons Mobile Home
20Yrs experience.
Moving Service. 437-3939.
753-5592.
6168 Old Olive Rd, Hardin,
CUSTOM bulldozing & KY 42048.
backhoe work, septic sysL&J HOME BUILDERS
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
New construction. RemodHorace Sholar.
ling. Electrical, vinyl siding.
Plumbing repair. Licensed
& Insured. 753-0353.

Ifs-au are looking for quality we want to he you r
building contractor. With blueprints & specifications we can give you a contract price before we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building codes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes. large or small.

Bruce Green

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Septic System Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work

753-1916

Phone:

Ledger & Times

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Drop by and see our showroom
g‘

409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Bel-rid Bunny Bread)
753-5040

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
ccredit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1.800-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet
www.automobliesonline.com.
Vs.

HOUSEBOAT for sale
Call Mike Conley at Olive
Branch Realty for details
767-9900

Offered

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling & mulch
spreading, gutter cleaning
Licensed & insured Full
line of equipment Free estimates. Tim Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Remodeling. Repairs No
Job Too Small
492-6267, 759-5485

Attract buyers like
bees to honey advertise in the
Classifieds.

wd

Deadline - 2 days
in advance

THE MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
753-1916r

WANT ADS
WORK

t02-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Semi
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Servic

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
Nov. 3, 1998:
On many occasions, you might feel
daunted or taken for granted. The
goal for you will be to establish appropriate boundaries. You will feel
either that you are giving up too
much ofyourselfor not doingenough.
You might crave stability, but that
won't happen until you release certain key issues or a difficult situation. Understand where you are
heading,and be willing to take risks.
When you say you are confused, you
might be unwilling to see the whole
picture. If you are single, a special
relationship will enter your life if it
hasn't yet. If attached, 1999 is about
maintaining a stronger commitment.
TAURUS often challenges you.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You discover that what you
thought was solid is shaky. Remain
confident. Verify facts and figures in
a money situation. Changes are impending and not exactly to your liking. Unexpected news throws a different light on information. Tonight:
Be a financial wizard.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Your smile works wonders.
isten to a boss who is unsure which
way to go. Evaluate precisely what
you want in this situation. Don't let
a low-level depression get to you.
Help bring clarity into discussions.
Be logical. Tonight: Your charm goes
a long way.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Your nerves are on edge. Perhaps you have gone through more
than your share of pressure recently.
You need to listen better. A partner
confuses you. News from a distance
forces you to regroup. You can be on
top of it all. Tonight: Take time to
think things through.
CANCER (June 21-July 221
**** Aim for what you want. Remain in control, and consider longterm desires. Confusion marks a
partnership. You might not see this
person correctly. The unexpected
occurs financially.. You won't like
what you see, but you need to make
a change. Tonight: Go for the gusto.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Take the lead professionally. Others depend on you to resolve
a business problem.Chaos surrounds
the workplace. Get more information. Remain sure of yourself. Evaluate and listen. News is exciting and

opens the door to fresh opportunities. Tonight: Accept responsibility.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take an overview. You might
think a new idea you recently hatched
is terrific, but feedback lets you know
that you are off. Research, stay in
control and be willing to say you.
barked up the wrong tree. Someone:
suggests a new work technique; try:
it. Tonight: Watch a movie.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** One-to-one relating will clear:
up a misconception. You can be sure:
you don't have the whole story. You:
are confused about what is happen-:
ing. Be sensitive to someone. Follow through on the unexpected. A flirtation develops. Tonight: With your
favorite person.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Build connections. You don't
get someone's message clearly. Realize what motivates him,and you'll
understand why he creates such an
uproar in your home life. Restructure, and .let go of what isn't working. A new point of view presents
itself. Tonight: Accept an offer.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Sometimes it is wise to say
Little and gather information. Money
matters need a strong hand. Confusion lurks. Don't kid yourself. Communications become erratic with coworkers; handle problems clearly
and directly. Tonight: Burn the midnight oil.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Listen to your inner voice with a child. What appears to be
going on, isn't. Think through answers. Remain in-control. Creativity
could end up costing you money. Be
wise in your choices, and avoid risks
at any cost. Use your personal skills.
Tonight: Have a good time.
AQUARIUS I Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** Sometimes it is wise to take a
back seat. It is possible you don't
have all the answers. Be willing to
look at how you are preventing yourself from seeing the big picture. Get
back to basics. _Privately discuss
personal needs. Tonight: Order in.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be willing to talk, ask questions and reveal what is on your
mind. Evaluation takes you in anew
direction. A friend means well but
might be pointing his finger in the
wrong direction. Do something to
handle stress. Consider exercise or
mediation. Tonight: Be with mends.
BORN TODAY
Actress Kate Capshaw (1953), actor
Dolph Lundgren (19591, comediantalk show host Roseanne 11953)
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HOROSCOPES
CUSTOM ICITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOWORIONCI

Need A Used Car?

A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying. Serving Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching. aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching Free Estimates
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guarafy
teed Quality Work.'Licensed & Insured_ Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WILL clean and screen
gutters or trim your trees.
Call David 436-5394.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authorized dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

•

0•

1990 CHAMPION bass
boat, 184" dual console,
excellent shape
436-2242

You know what they say,
"don't put all your eggs in one basket."
Sure most of the time, that's the truth
But not always The Classifieds are always a safe bet for buying, selling,
finding contracting and trading So
stop scrambling around and come to
the one source for everything

Place your ad now.

(502) 437-4545

Boats & Maim

SUPERIOR LEAF
RAKING
Hauling & odd jobs 4366032 or 436-2102. ask for
Ben
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

Let Your
Yard Sale
Shim hi The
Classifieds!

'Budding Contracgors,
(502) 753-8_343

1980 & 1972 CHEVROLET custom deluxe trucks.
One owner, good condition. Call 753-0839, between 8arn- 5pm.
1981 FORD 4X4, lockouts
351 Winsor, 4 speed, new
motor, clutch, pressure
plate, new tires, short bed.
$2,000 obo. 489-2728.
1985 SCOTTSDALE short
bed Chevy. $2,100 oho.
753-0434.
1989 TOYOTA 4X4 pickup. PS, PB, AC, 5-speed. •
Runs & looks good.
$5,000. Call 759-1629.
1993 GMC 1/2 ton truck.
Sierra sport side, tea"
59,XXX miles, one owner.
753-5745.
1994 FORD XLT Super- •
cab, 28xxx miles.
436-5365.
1994 S-10 LS, 5sp, a/c,
black w/gray interior, new
tires. 753-1055 or 7534956 after 5pm.
11

1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Traitor
EXCELLENT Condition
$12,500. 436-2225

STOCKWELL METAL
ROOFING
The best in imperial rib,
standing seam, stonecoated steel, & copper.
Best deals December
through February.
753-6585.

ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional Residential Commercial Of Industrial 502-435-4645

Now is a Great Time to Build

1970 GMC Full size pickup. No rust. Looks and
runs great. 350 automatic.
$2,200. For more information call 759-1983, days,
M-F or 759-4967 evenings.

1995 NISSAN King Cab
SE truck, excellent condition, white, 4x4, V-6, sunroof, p/w, cruise, tilt, other
options. 36xxx
Miles,
$15,500. Call after 5pm
502-885-7596.
1996 CHEVY LT, extended cab, leather, loaded,
w/cd. Only 17,XXX miles.
still under warranty.
753-7185.
HAVE 2 trucks need to sell
either one. 1996 Silvered°
loaded, low mileage. Also
1992 Toyota, good condition. Call 753-3672, after
5pm.

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insured Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
LEAF
Raking, gutter
cleaning and hauling 4362102 ask for Joseph
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing &
remodels. Free estimates
All work guaranteed!
489-6125
No job too small!
PAINTING
Interior - Exterior
Free estimates 436-5032.
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service.
436-5255.
R & R Construction
Additions. remodeling, vinyl siding, roofing, barn repairs, decks, replacement
windows. Free Estimates
436-5370.
RILEY Remodeling & Construction Additions- Garages- Vinyl siding & trimRoofing- Metal Roofs- Replacement
WindowsDecks- Pole Barns. Free
Estimates. 502-489-2907.
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

cndocrinologist. a specialist in metabolic imbalances.
But for now, you should have the
bone density test to discover if there
if so -- how
is a problem, and
advanced it is. Let me know what happens..
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my'Health
Report "Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.

By Peter H. Gott, ME).

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 55-year-old
woman with polymyalgia. and I'm currently on low-dose prednisone to control the pain in my muscles and joinfi
Even though I'm also taking hormone
therapy. I worry that the prednisone
will_eventually cause me to develop
osteoporosis. What can I do to prevent
this?
DEAR READER: You are in a tough
spot. Although you need the prednisone to control the symptoms of
polymyalgia. the drug will almost certainly cause your bones to lose calciDEAR DR. GOTT: In a recent colum. This, plus the fact that you are
menopausal, significantly intreases umn, you mentioned that an ingredient in licorice can aggravate hyperyour risk of osteoporosis.
In your position, I'd approach the tension in some patients. What is the
problem in a stepwise fashion. To ingredient?
begin with, you should have a bone
DEAR READER: Licorice itself, not
density test now. This simple and relthe
ingredient. can worsen hypertenan
show
will
atively bexpensive test
concentration of calcium in your sion in many patients and should be
bones and provide a base line for assiduously avoided by anyone with
future comparisons. If your density is high blood pressure.
normal, you can continue your pred1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN.
nisone and hormones for the time
seribeing without fear of immediate
DR. GOTT
ous consequences.
In my opinion, you should have a
bone density test every year. At the
PETER
time the test indicates significant calcium-loss — or now, if your bones
GOTT, M.D.
show a deficiency — you may have to
therapy.
e
consider more aggressiv
such as Fosamax. a medication that
reverses calcium-loss from bones.
For obvious reasons, you should
take the lowest dose of prednisone to
reduce your symptoms. You should
also take about 1500 milligrams of calcium daily, along with 500 units of yit-•
amin D.
If your bones are becoming rapidly
depleted of calcium, or if your physician is unsure about how to proceed.
you can obtain further advice from an
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A MESSAGE FROM THE U. S

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY

Simple. Safe. Secure.
'In learn more, visit any bank, savings
and loan, or credit union. Or ask your
Federal paying agency.

DIRECT DEposni
Stmple. Safe. Secure.

14144.1111.1,14444P^

DAILY COMICS
ill ON DIE
LEAVING? MY
VAC.AT!ON
v
WAS TWO
MONTHS
AGO

VA-4EN 42E YOU
.EAVING ON
VACATION?
•

WO

NO KIDDNG'' 140W
LONG WERE YOU
GONE z

Births reported include twin boys
Cu
DEAR ABBY. Recently a neigh- hours between guests in whichthe
Ten years ago
Jackie and Freda Weaver, Oct.
to
clean
bor, and friend of 12 years, pur- change the sheets and
Published is a picture of John 29; a girl to Petty Officer Second
m.
-bathroo
after
chased a new riding mower
I always put fresh flowers in the Ed Pearce, syndicated columnist Class and Mrs. Bert Paschall, Oct
the engine on his mower burned
service and free-lance writer, with Ed 23.
outNils_asked if my husband would guest room, offer turn-down meals
serve
and
Staats, chief of Louisville Board
evenings
the
in
Forty years ago
have any interest in the old mower,
I
and said that if he didn't, it would planned well in advance. Yet,is of Associated Press, and Dwain
All concrete hat been poured
bed
McIntosh, director of information in the street widening project on
be put out on the curb with a sign overhear comments that the
the
. Pearce the court square, and the ground
reading "free for the taking." Know- too soft, the bed is too hard,
bird at Murray State University
ing the mower was in good shape, house is too hot or too cold, the
Media has been shaped to begin setting
New
the
at
speaker
was
and that he could rebuild the engine is too noisy, the dog is too friendly, Appreciation Day at MSU.
expehave
I
yes,
And
up the forms for the sidewalks
infinitum.
ad
or replace it, my husband accepted
Births reported include a boy just inside the curb.
the offer. We felt this was a gener- rienced the veiled insult of sheets,
as to Sgt. and Mrs. David Honchul,
The home of D.J. McKinney,
ous gift and we needed to replace towels, silverware, etc., received
gifts.
hostess
Oct. 14; a boy to Carolyn and just off Highway 94, was destroyed
our mower anyway.
Abby, our guests are welcome to Robert Doyle, and a boy to GlenA few days later, we came home
by fire on Oct. 31.
whatever worldly possessions da and Lany Martin, Oct. 25.
share
in
mower
new
to find our neighbor's
Raymond Cope, Junior Ferguhave
we
what
if
but
have,
we
our driveway. We thought he had
were son, Brenda Johnson, and Janice
Hutson
Rudy
Mrs.
and
Mr.
per,
standards
brought it over for us to borrow doesn't meet their
married 50 years Oct. 30.
Pace are officers of the Senior
while the one he gave us was in the haps the hotel down the street
Peoliking.
their
to
more
be
would
Class of Almo High School. Sponrepair shop. When we asked, he
Twenty years ago
said it was the new one he had ple who hitchhike shouldn't comsors are W.B. Miller and Myrtle
the
While the Calloway County Jones. Norma Elkins has been
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